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ABSTRACT 

This research investigates the safety performance of two types of pedestrian crossing 

control systems by examining driver compliance at these crosswalks in Winnipeg. The 

research analyzes driver compliance as a function of type of treatment, weather 

conditions, pedestrian approach location, and site characteristics. In addition, the 

research analyzes driver compliance before-and-after the implementation of 30 km/h 

speed limits in school zones.  

The findings from this research suggest that: (1) treatment and certain site 

characteristics (i.e., number of lanes) have a significant impact on driver compliance at 

crosswalks; and (2) weather conditions, pedestrian approach locations, and reduced 

speed school zones likely impact driver compliance at crosswalks but the findings were 

not always statistically significant. The research recognizes numerous factors that 

influence driver compliance and in turn pedestrian safety at crosswalks and highlights 

the importance of considering these factors in the provision, selection, and maintenance 

of pedestrian crossing control systems.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PURPOSE 

This research investigates the safety performance of two types of pedestrian crossing 

control systems by examining driver compliance at locations with these systems in place 

in Winnipeg. The research analyzes driver compliance as a function of type of treatment, 

weather conditions, pedestrian approach location, and site characteristics. In addition, 

the research analyses driver compliance at crosswalks before and after the 

implementation of 30 km/h speed limits in school zones. A total of 16 crosswalks with the 

Ground Mounted (GM1) System and four crosswalks with the Overhead Flashing (OF) 

System were used for data collection and analysis in this research. A GM1 System has 

side-mounted signs and pavement markings. An OF System has overhead signs and 

flashing beacons in addition to side-mounted signs and pavement markings. These 

devices have always existed in Winnipeg for pedestrian crossing control but are now an 

integral part of the Transportation Association of Canada’s Pedestrian Crossing Control 

Guide. 

1.2 BACKGROUND AND NEED 

Pedestrian crossing control is one of the most critical elements in providing a safe 

pedestrian network.  According to the Transportation Association of Canada’s (TAC) 

Pedestrian Crossing Control Guide (PCC Guide), “it is fundamental that the road system 

protect pedestrians and other vulnerable road users by achieving a high level of 

compliance from drivers, bicyclists, and pedestrians, and by minimizing pedestrian 

exposure to vehicle traffic.” Accordingly, the PCC Guide’s main objectives are to 

promote uniformity across Canada with respect to the provision of pedestrian crossing 

control and improve road safety for pedestrians [1].  
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One of the most influential contributors to pedestrian safety at crosswalks is the 

crosswalk treatment itself, as this is how pedestrians communicate with drivers their 

intention to cross a roadway. There are various types of treatments that can be used for 

pedestrian crossing control, ranging from crosswalks with side-mounted signs and 

pavement markings (i.e., GM1 System), to crosswalks with overhead signs, flashing 

beacons, side-mounted signs and pavement markings (i.e., OF System), to crosswalks 

at traffic signals (i.e., TS System), to fully separated grade crossings (i.e., pedestrian 

overpasses) [1]. All of these treatments have different levels of conspicuity, which in turn 

results in different levels of safety for pedestrians. 

This research specifically examines two pedestrian crossing control systems (GM1 

System and OF System) that are commonly used in Winnipeg. The GM1 System is 

typically implemented at crosswalks on 2-lane local roadways with lower vehicular 

speeds and volumes, however, it can also be found on 4-lane collector and arterial 

roadways with higher vehicular speeds and volumes. The OF System, is typically 

implemented at crosswalks on multilane collector or arterial roadways with higher 

vehicular speeds and volumes. Figure 1 shows a crosswalk with the GM1 System and 

Figure 2 shows a crosswalk with the OF System. 

 

Figure 1: Crosswalk with the GM1 System 
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Figure 2: Crosswalk with the OF System 

As previously mentioned, crosswalks with the GM1 System are sometimes found on 

some higher speed and volume 4-lane collector and arterial roads in Winnipeg; however, 

the PCC Guide recommends that the OF System or traffic signals be implemented in 

these circumstances [1]. One of the reasons for this recommendation is to increase 

pedestrian conspicuity at crosswalks with higher traffic volumes and speeds. By 

implementing crosswalks with the GM1 System in these circumstances, potential safety 

threats for pedestrians are more likely to occur due to non-compliance by drivers. This 

issue is not limited to Winnipeg, as crosswalks with the GM1 System are still widely used 

across Canada on high volume 4-lane collector and arterial roads. Therefore, an 

objective of the research was to investigate the safety performance of crosswalks with 

the GM1 System on high volume 4-lane roadways by comparing driver compliance rates 

for crosswalks with the GM1 System to driver compliance rates for crosswalks with the 

OF System on these roadways. 

Another likely contributor to pedestrian safety is weather. Winnipeg experiences winter 

weather conditions (i.e., snow, ice, and low temperatures) for at least five months of the 

year, which includes an average snowfall of 113.7 centimeters per year [2]. These 

conditions often result in snowbanks along curb edges of roads ranging from one to two 

meters high. Snowbanks pose a problem at crosswalks as they can hinder a driver’s 
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ability to identify a pedestrian until they are at a distance less than the required stopping 

sight distance away from a crosswalk. This issue is compounded by the fact that icy road 

conditions may increase a vehicle’s braking distance, which effectively increases the 

overall stopping sight distance. Currently there is limited research on pedestrian safety 

at crosswalks in winter; therefore an objective of this research was to evaluate the effect 

of weather conditions on driver compliance at crosswalks. 

The pedestrian approach location may also influence driver compliance at crosswalks. 

For example, driver compliance may increase when pedestrians are in closer proximity 

to the driver’s traveled lane since drivers are better able to detect pedestrians closer to 

their line of sight, and drivers may be more cautious due to an increased threat of a 

pedestrian-vehicle conflict. Furthermore, driver compliance may increase when 

pedestrians are crossing from the raised refuge as opposed to the road edge as they are 

more aware of the pedestrian’s intention to cross the roadway. Therefore, an objective of 

this research was to investigate the effect of the pedestrian approach location on driver 

compliance at crosswalks. 

One variable in particular that is known to have significant effect on pedestrian safety is 

vehicular speed. For instance, speeding increases the likelihood of a pedestrian collision 

by reducing a driver’s field of vision and increasing the distance required for a driver to 

react and brake. In addition, speeding increases the severity of a collision since higher 

speeds result in more kinetic energy being absorbed by pedestrians involved in a 

collision. For example, a pedestrian struck at 50 km/h is about eight times more likely to 

be killed than a pedestrian struck at 30 km/h [3].  

In order to lower speeds in school zones, many jurisdictions have implemented 30 km/h 

speed limits based on the belief that lowering the speed limit will reduce the number of 
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speeding drivers and increase driver’s awareness for pedestrians around schools [4]. 

While past research has mainly focused on the impact that 30 km/h school zones have 

on speeding and collisions, an objective of this research was to determine the 

effectiveness of 30 km/h school zones on pedestrian safety by examining driver 

compliance at crosswalks with the GM1 System within these zones.  

In order to help guide practitioners in the provision and selection of pedestrian crossing 

control, the PCC Guide provides a Decision Support Tool that suggests whether a site is 

a candidate for pedestrian crossing control and recommends a type of treatment in 

situations where the site is indeed a candidate for pedestrian crossing control [1]. The 

pedestrian crossing control treatment recommendations are based on the total number 

of lanes, presence of a raised refuge, speed limit, and average daily traffic [1]. Currently, 

there is limited research on the effect of these site characteristics on driver compliance 

at crosswalks; therefore an objective of this research was to investigate the effect of 

these site characteristics on driver compliance at crosswalks. 

It is evident that provision and selection of pedestrian crossing control is critical, as this 

is where pedestrians and vehicles interact directly. In 2013, Transport Canada reported 

that 15.7% of fatalities and 13.5% of serious injuries due to motor vehicle collisions in 

2011 were pedestrians. This equates to 1725 pedestrians killed or seriously injured in 

Canada in one year. Even though the number of pedestrian fatalities has been 

decreasing in Canada since 1991, pedestrians continue to be vulnerable at crosswalks 

due to their direct interaction with vehicles [5].  

A past study of police-reported collisions involving pedestrians highlights the magnitude 

of the safety problem for pedestrians in Winnipeg. The study found that of the 3048 

pedestrian-vehicle collisions that were recorded between 2001 and 2010, the majority of 
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collisions occurred at traffic signal devices (1194 collisions). In addition, 430 of collisions 

occurred at stop signs (not including 4-way stops), 209 at pedestrian corridors, and 48 at 

pedestrian crosswalks [6].  

This research investigates the safety performance of crosswalks with the GM1 System 

and OF System by examining the effect of type of treatment, weather conditions, 

pedestrian approach locations, reduced speed school zones, and site characteristics on 

driver compliance. By gaining a better understanding of the safety performance of 

crosswalks, this research provides road safety practitioners with specific information that 

can help guide decisions with respect to the provision and selection of pedestrian 

crossing control. 

1.3 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

The specific objectives of this research are to: 

1. Evaluate the effect of pedestrian crossing control treatments on driver 

compliance. The two treatments used were the GM1 System and the OF System. 

2. Evaluate the effect of weather conditions on driver compliance at crosswalks with 

the GM1 System or OF System. 

3. Evaluate the effect of pedestrian approach location on driver compliance at 

crosswalks with the GM1 System or OF System. 

4. Evaluate the effect of reduced speed school zones on driver compliance at 

crosswalks with the GM1 System by comparing driver compliance rates before 

and after the implementation of 30 km/h poster speed limits in school zones. 

5. Evaluate the effect of site characteristics on driver compliance at crosswalks with 

GM1 System by comparing driver compliance rates based on the number of 

lanes, presence of a raised refuge, speed limit, and vehicle volumes. 
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The research investigates driver compliance at 16 crosswalks with the GM1 System and 

four crosswalks with the OF System in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Driver compliance 

data was collected in the winter, summer, and fall of 2014 and the summer of 2015. 

Three of the crosswalks investigated are located in reduced speed school zones. The 

City of Winnipeg implemented reduced speed school zones at over 170 schools in 

September 2014. These zones have a speed limit of 30 km/h between 07:00 and 17:30, 

from Monday to Friday, during the months of September to June inclusive. 

1.4 THESIS ORGANIZATION 

This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the PCC 

Guide, as well as descriptions, regulatory frameworks, and safety performance findings 

for pedestrian crossing control devices and reduced speed school zones. 

Chapter 3 provides a methodology for the field investigation on driver compliance at 

crosswalks including the site selection, data collection process, and the determination of 

sample size. 

Chapter 4 provides the analysis of the field investigation and discusses the effect of 

treatments, weather conditions, pedestrian approach locations, reduced speed school 

zones, and site characteristics on driver compliance at crosswalks.  

Chapter 5 provides research findings and conclusions, and opportunities for future 

research. 
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1.5 GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

The following terms are used throughout the thesis. 

Average Daily Traffic: the total bi-directional volume of vehicular traffic passing a given 

point during a 24-hour period [1]. 

Crossing Control: the orderly assignment of right-of-way between pedestrians and other 

road users [1]. 

Crosswalk: designated portion of a roadway for pedestrians to use when crossing the 

street [1]. 

Driver Compliance: a situation that occurs when a driver abides by the traffic laws set 

out by the province. For the purposes of this research, driver compliance occurs when a 

driver yields to a pedestrian waiting to cross the roadway at a crosswalk. 

GM1 System: a treatment system category that includes crosswalks with side-mounted 

signs, pavement markings, and advanced warning signs where visibility is limited [1]. 

OF System: a treatment system category that includes crosswalks with overhead 

alternating amber flashing beacons, overhead- and side-mounted signs, pedestrian 

pushbuttons, advanced warning signs where visibility is limited, and pavement markings 

[1]. 

PCC Guide: Pedestrian Crossing Control Guide is published by the Transportation 

Association of Canada. Its purpose is to provide guidance on the provision and use of 

pedestrian crossing control devices in Canada [1]. 
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Pedestrian: a person travelling on foot or on any human-powered vehicle that is not a 

bicycle, as well as people operating self-propelled wheelchairs due to a mobility 

impairment [1]. 

Raised Refuge: a median or raised island that can serve as a refuge for pedestrians 

when crossing the road [1]. 

School Zone: a section of roadway adjacent to a public or private elementary, middle, 

junior high, or high school [1]. 

Speed Limit: the maximum (or minimum) speed applicable to a section of highway as 

established by law or regulation [1]. 

Stopping Sight Distance: is the sum of the distance travelled during the perception and 

reaction time for a driver and the braking distance for a vehicle [7]. 

TS System: a treatment system category that provides pedestrian crossing opportunities 

using traffic signals [1]. 

Uncontrolled marked crosswalk: a crosswalk with side-mounted and/or pavement 

markings indicating a pedestrian crossing. 
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2. PEDESTRIAN CROSSING CONTROL AND SAFETY 

This chapter provides an overview of the PCC Guide, as well as descriptions, regulatory 

frameworks, and safety performance findings for pedestrian crossing control devices and 

reduced speed school zones. 

2.1 PEDESTRIAN CROSSING CONTROL GUIDE 

The Pedestrian Crossing Control Guide, which is referred to as the PCC Guide in this 

thesis, is a publication of the Transportation Association of Canada. The PCC Guide was 

developed to provide guidance to Canadian jurisdictions on the provision and selection 

of pedestrian crossing control for new installations and where existing installations need 

to be retrofitted. According to the guide, the four variables that affect the type of 

pedestrian crossing control treatment that should be installed at a given location are: (1) 

number of lanes, (2) presence of a raised refuge, (3) speed limit, and (4) traffic volume 

measured as average daily traffic. These variables have been incorporated into the PCC 

Guide’s Decision Support Tool – Treatment Selection Matrix and were selected based 

on a study conducted in the United States that involved the analysis of five years of 

pedestrian collision data at 1,000 marked crosswalks and 1,000 matched unmarked 

crosswalks [8]. The study found statistically significant relationships between pedestrian 

collision rates and the number of lanes, presence of a raised refuge and traffic volume 

[8]. The study specifically found that: (1) marked crosswalks have similar collision rates 

to unmarked crosswalks on low traffic volume two-lane roadways; (2) marked 

crosswalks have higher collision rates than unmarked crosswalks on multi-lane 

roadways with traffic volumes greater 9,000 vehicles per day, and (3) marked 

crosswalks have lower collision rates on multilane roadways with raised medians 

compared to multilane roadways without raised medians [8]. The study did not find a 

statistically significant relationship between pedestrian collision rates and speed limit [8]; 
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however, the PCC Guide’s Decision Support Tool – Treatment Selection Matrix uses this 

variable as it is known to impact the severity of a collision and a vehicle’s stopping sight 

distance [1]. The PCC Guide also explains that traffic volume was used as a variable in 

the Decision Support Tool – Treatment Selection Matrix because of its influence on the 

number of pedestrian crossing opportunities [1].  

The two types of treatments analyzed in this research (GM1 System and OF System) 

are recommended in the PCC Guide and are the most common treatments found in 

Winnipeg. Table 1 shows the PCC Guide’s Decision Support Tool – Treatment Selection 

Matrix which recommends a type of treatment based on the number of lanes, presence 

of a raised refuge, speed limit, and average daily traffic [1]. The GM1 System and OF 

System are discussed in the following sections. 

Table 1: PCC Guide's Decision Support Tool – Treatment Selection Matrix [1] 

 
Reproduced with the express written authority of the Transportation Association of Canada (TAC) 
on August 6, 2015. Excerpted from the TAC publication: Pedestrian Crossing Control Guide (2012) 
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2.2 GROUND MOUNTED (GM1) SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The GM1 System is defined in the PCC Guide as a treatment system category that 

includes crosswalks with side-mounted signs, parallel line pavement markings, and 

advanced warning signs where visibility is limited. The PCC Guide also recommends 

desirable and optional components that may be implemented if desired. Some of the 

desirable and optional components include advanced yield to pedestrian signs, crossing 

guards, and Zebra pavement markings [1].  

In Winnipeg, most crosswalks with the GM1 System have ladder pavement markings 

instead of parallel line or Zebra pavement markings. Ladder pavement markings are 

thought to be more conspicuous than parallel line pavement markings and less 

conspicuous than Zebra pavement markings based on the surface area covered by 

paint. In addition, crosswalks with the GM1 System are typically implemented on low 

volume 2-lane undivided roadways, however, GM1 systems can also be found on high 

volume multilane roadways. Figure 3 shows a GM1 System with ladder pavement 

markings that was implemented on a 2-lane undivided roadway in Winnipeg, while 

Figure 4 shows a GM1 System with parallel line pavement markings that was 

implemented on a 4-lane divided roadway in Winnipeg. 

 

Figure 3: GM1 System on a 2-lane undivided roadway in Winnipeg 
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Figure 4: GM1 System on a 4-lane divided roadway in Winnipeg 

2.3 OVERHEAD FLASHING (OF) SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The OF System is defined in the PCC Guide as a treatment system category that 

includes crosswalks with overhead alternating amber flashing beacons, overhead- and 

side-mounted signs, pedestrian pushbuttons, advanced warning signs where visibility is 

limited, and pavement markings (twin parallel lines at intersections and Zebra markings 

at mid-block locations). Like the GM1 System, the PCC Guide recommends desirable 

and optional components for the OF System [1].  

In Winnipeg, most crosswalks with the OF System use Zebra pavement markings 

regardless of location. In addition, crosswalks with the OF System are typically 

implemented on multilane roadways with high vehicular volumes. Figure 5 shows a OF 

System that was implemented on a 4-lane divided roadway in Winnipeg. 

 

Figure 5: OF System on a 4-lane divided roadway in Winnipeg 
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2.4 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR PEDESTRIAN CROSSING CONTROL 

Under the Canadian Constitution Act, 1867, provinces were given the responsibility of 

building roadways [9]. Since then, the Manitoba provincial government has enacted The 

Highway Traffic Act which set out the rules and regulations for road users and 

jurisdictions in Manitoba, and The Municipal Act, which gives municipalities the 

responsibility of roadways not included in The Highway and Transportation Act [10, 11, 

12]. Today, roadways in cities, towns, and villages are considered the responsibility of 

the municipality, while most other roadways fall under the responsibility of province. 

These jurisdictions are responsible for the planning, design, construction, operation, 

maintenance, and financing of the road network.  Some important definitions provided in 

The Highway Traffic Act that pertain to this research are [10]: 

Crosswalk: that part of a highway at an intersection distinctly indicated for pedestrian crossing by 

a traffic control device or by lines or other markings on the surface thereof, or that part of a highway 

elsewhere than at an intersection distinctly indicated for pedestrian crossing by a traffic control 

device and by lines or other markings on the surface thereof, or that part of a highway that is 

included within the straight production across the roadway, directly and not diagonally of the lateral 

lines of the sidewalk on either side of any roadway intersecting or meeting the highway, or of the 

lateral lines of any sidewalk that intersects or meets the highway on either side thereof, measured, 

in each case, from the kerb, or in the absence of kerbs, from the edge of the roadway on which the 

crosswalk is situated, and includes a pedestrian corridor. 

Pedestrian Corridor: a crosswalk, at an intersection or elsewhere, that has been designated as a 

pedestrian corridor by the proper traffic authority and that is illuminated and distinctly indicated for 

pedestrian crossing by such lights and other traffic control devices on the highway, and such lines 

or other markings on the surface of the roadway, as are prescribed in regulations made by the 

traffic board. 
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Traffic Control Device: a sign, signal, light, marking, or device, not inconsistent with this Act, 

placed or erected by or on behalf of a traffic authority, or with its permission, for the purpose of 

regulating, warning or guiding traffic. 

According to these definitions, the GM1 System and OF System would be considered 

crosswalks and traffic control devices. In addition, the OF System would also be 

considered a pedestrian corridor. The Highway Traffic Act also discusses rules 

pertaining to road users. Some rules that are important to note for this research are the 

following [10]: 

Right-of-way of pedestrian 139(1): Subject to section 140, where traffic control signals are not in 

place or not in operation when a pedestrian is crossing a highway within a crosswalk, and the 

pedestrian is upon the half of the highway upon which a vehicle is travelling, or he is approaching 

from the other half of the highway and is so close that he is in danger, the driver of the vehicle shall 

yield the right-of-way to the pedestrian.  

Pedestrian to observe safety measures 139(2): No pedestrian shall leave a kerb or other place 

of safety and walk or run into the path of a vehicle that is so close that it is impracticable for the 

driver to yield.  

Passing vehicle stopped for pedestrian prohibited 139(3): Where a vehicle is stopped at a 

crosswalk or at an intersection to permit a pedestrian to cross the highway, no driver approaching 

from the rear shall overtake and pass the stopped vehicle.  

Where pedestrians yield right-of-way 140(1): When a pedestrian is crossing a roadway at a point 

other than within a crosswalk, he shall yield the right of way to a driver.  

Duty not to obstruct traffic 140(2): A pedestrian who is crossing a highway shall do so with all 

reasonable speed so as not to obstruct traffic unnecessarily.  

Pedestrian corridor, duties of driver 141(1): Subject to subsection (2), where a pedestrian is at 

the kerb or edge of a roadway, or a place of safety, that is adjacent to a pedestrian corridor that lies 

across a roadway upon which a vehicle is approaching so closely to the pedestrian corridor as to 

https://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/ccsm/h060f.php#139
https://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/ccsm/h060f.php#139(3)
https://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/ccsm/h060f.php#140(2)
https://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/ccsm/h060f.php#141
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endanger the pedestrian if he were to enter it; and the pedestrian is intending to cross the roadway 

in the pedestrian corridor, and is giving notice of his intention by extending his hand and arm at full 

length in such a manner to indicate clearly the direction in which he intends to cross, the driver of 

the vehicle shall yield the right-of-way to the pedestrian by slowing down or stopping if necessary.  

When vehicle stopped at pedestrian corridor 141(2): When a vehicle is stopped at a pedestrian 

corridor, the driver of any other vehicle overtaking the stopped vehicle shall bring the vehicle to a 

full stop before entering the pedestrian corridor, and shall yield the right-of-way to a pedestrian, 

who is within the pedestrian corridor upon the half of the roadway upon which the vehicle is 

stopped; or who is within the pedestrian corridor and is approaching that half of the roadway from 

the other half of the roadway so closely to the vehicle that he is in danger if the vehicle were to 

proceed.  

Passing vehicles in vicinity of pedestrian corridor 141(3): When a vehicle is approaching a 

pedestrian corridor and is slowing down for the purpose of yielding the right-of-way to a pedestrian, 

the driver of any other vehicle approaching from the rear shall not overtake and pass the vehicle 

first mentioned.  

Duties of pedestrian 141(4): No pedestrian shall leave the kerb or other place of safety at a 

pedestrian corridor and walk or run into the path of a vehicle that is so close that it is impracticable 

for the driver of the vehicle to yield the right-of-way.  

Parking prohibited 141(5): No person shall park or stand a vehicle at the kerb or edge of a 

roadway where it intersects a pedestrian corridor; or on the approach to a pedestrian corridor and 

within 15 metres thereof.  

By-laws revoked 141(7): That part of any municipal by-law that provides for the regulation of traffic 

by means of crosswalks or pedestrian corridors and that is contrary to any provision of section 139 

or this section, is revoked.  

Two regulations under The Highway Traffic Act that are in force and pertain to 

pedestrian crossing control are Regulation 300/89 and Regulation 264/88 – Traffic 

Control Device Order. These regulations provide agencies responsible for civil and 

https://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/ccsm/h060f.php#141(4)
https://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/ccsm/h060f.php#141(5)
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municipal works (i.e., the City of Winnipeg Public Works Department) with the necessary 

information for the implementation of traffic control devices. Regulation 300/89 approved 

the use of all traffic control devices set out in section A2.26 of the Manual of Uniform 

Traffic Control Devices for Canada, Third Edition; and all traffic control devices in the 

Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Canada, Fourth Edition with the exception 

of a few devices [13, 14]. 

The Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Canada (MUTCDC) is a publication of 

the Transportation Association of Canada. It provides the basic guidelines for the design 

of traffic control devices and provides recommended practice for installation of traffic 

control in Canada [15]. The MUTCDC refers users to the PCC Guide for pedestrian 

crossing control, which allows the PCC Guide to be used in Manitoba.  Furthermore, the 

City of Winnipeg recently adopted the PCC Guide as a tool they use for the provision 

and selection of pedestrian crossing control for new installations and where existing 

installations need to be retrofitted. The PCC Guide is intended to provide guidelines on 

the use of devices for pedestrian crossing control; however, it has no legislative authority 

[1]. 

In summary, the main documents that pertain to pedestrian crossing control in Winnipeg 

are The Highway Traffic Act (including Regulation 300/89 and Regulation 264/88), the 

MUTCDC, and the PCC Guide [10, 13, 14, 15, 1]. This research uses the rules set out in 

The Highway Traffic Act and the information about pedestrian crossing control devices in 

the PCC Guide to guide driver compliance data collection and analysis for crosswalks 

with the GM1 System and OF System in Winnipeg. 
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2.5 SAFETY PERFORMANCE OF PEDESTRIAN CROSSING CONTROL DEVICES 

A review of the literature on the safety performance of crosswalks with the GM1 System 

and crosswalks with the OF System (detailed in the next few pages) found that there is 

limited research on the safety performance of the entire GM1 system; however, there is 

research on the safety performance of uncontrolled marked crosswalks. Uncontrolled 

marked crosswalks have similar pavement markings to crosswalks with the GM1 

System; however sometimes lack side-mounted signs and advanced warning signs. 

Similarly, the review of literature found that there is limited research on the safety 

performance of the entire OF System; however, there is research on the safety 

performance of crosswalks with overhead flashing devices. Crosswalks with overhead 

flashing devices are similar to the OF System, though sometimes lack side-mounted and 

overhead signs.  

For both uncontrolled marked crosswalks (similar to the GM1 System) and crosswalks 

with overhead flashing beacons (similar to the OF System), previous research on their 

safety performance has generally focused on pedestrian-vehicle collision trends and 

driver and pedestrian behaviors within or in the vicinity of a crosswalk. In terms of driver 

compliance at crosswalks, past research has shown that driver compliance at 

uncontrolled marked crosswalks (which have similar treatments to the GM1 System) 

tends to be low, as these crosswalks do not have flashing lights or other devices that 

provide the driver with information about a pedestrian’s intention to cross a roadway [16]. 

Furthermore, past research on driver compliance at crosswalks with overhead flashing 

beacons (which have similar treatments to the OF System) has shown that flashing 

beacons increase driver awareness, yet exhibit a wide range of driver yielding rates 

(25% to 77%) [17].  
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The review of literature on crosswalks with similar treatments to the GM1 system 

showed that:  

 Pedestrian collisions at uncontrolled marked crosswalks are associated with 

number of lanes, vehicle volumes and the presence of a raised refuge. For 

example, a large study that involved the analysis of 5 years of pedestrian 

collision data at 1,000 marked crosswalks and 1,000 matched unmarked 

crosswalks found that: (1) marked crosswalks have similar collision rates to 

unmarked crosswalks on low traffic volume two-lane roadways; (2) marked 

crosswalks have higher collision rates than unmarked crosswalks on multi-lane 

roadways with traffic volumes greater 12,000 vehicles per day; (3) marked 

crosswalks have lower collision rates on multilane roadways with raised medians 

compared to multilane roadways without raised medians [8]. 

 Driver compliance at uncontrolled marked crosswalks is associated with vehicle 

speed. For example, one study found that drivers are less likely to comply at 

uncontrolled marked crosswalks as vehicle speeds increase. The study found 

that marked crosswalks on 2-lanes roadways with 85th percentile speeds of 

20mph (32 km/h), 30mph (48 km/h), and 40mph (64 km/h) had driver yielding 

rates of 63-75%, 42-52%, and 17-19%, respectively [16]. 

 Adding pavement markings to crosswalks does not seem to have a significant 

impact on pedestrian safety at uncontrolled marked crosswalks. For example, 

one study found that adding ladder or parallel line pavement markings to 

unmarked crosswalks (similar to GM1 System) on low-speed roadways resulted 

in slightly slower vehicle speeds; however, did not result in meaningful changes 

to vehicle volumes, traffic gaps, pedestrian volumes, and driver compliance at 

crosswalks [18].  
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 There are conflicting findings on pedestrian behavior at uncontrolled marked and 

unmarked crosswalks, as one study found that pedestrians do not behave more 

cautiously in unmarked compared to marked crosswalks [18], while another study 

found that pedestrians exhibited a greater level of caution at unmarked 

crosswalks compared to marked crosswalks [19]. 

 Multiple threat incidents occur more frequently at uncontrolled marked 

crosswalks compared to unmarked crosswalks. Multiple threat incidents occur 

when two drivers travelling parallel to one another react differently (one yields, 

one does not yield) when arriving at crosswalk where a pedestrian waits [19]. 

 There are similar driver and pedestrian behaviors at uncontrolled marked 

crosswalks in both the urban/suburban and rural/recreational context [20].  

 Drivers are more likely to yield to assertive pedestrians at uncontrolled marked 

crosswalks and are less likely to yield if travelling in a platoon [21]. 

 Additional treatments (i.e., in-pavement flashing lights) have a positive effect on 

driver yielding on uncontrolled marked crosswalks; however this may be 

dependent on whether a pedestrian activates the treatment [21]. 

The review of literature on crosswalks with similar treatments to the OF System found 

that: 

 Driver compliance at crosswalks with overhead flashing beacons has been 

associated with number of lanes, vehicle volume, and vehicle speed. For example, 

one study that examined driver compliance at crosswalks with passively-activated or 

pushbutton-activated overhead flashing beacons in multiple U.S. cities also found 

that traffic speeds, volumes, and number of lanes have a statistically significant 

effect on driver compliance on arterial streets [17]. 
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 There is a wide range of driver compliance rates for crosswalks with overhead 

flashing beacons. For example, the same study that examined driver compliance at 

crosswalks with passively-activated or pushbutton-activated overhead flashing 

beacons in multiple U.S. cities and found a wide range of driver compliance rates 

(25% to 73%) [17].  

 Adding pavement markings to crosswalks does seem to have an impact on 

pedestrian safety at crosswalks with overhead flashing beacons. For example, one 

study examined the effect of adding advance yield pavement markings and “yield 

here to pedestrian” signs to driver compliance at crosswalks with the OF System. 

The study found that using road markings alone was more effective than using signs 

alone or using signs and road markings together [22]. 

2.6 REDUCED SPEED SCHOOL ZONE DESCRIPTION 

Reduced speed school zones are segments of roadways adjacent to schools that have 

lower speed limits than surrounding roadways in the neighbourhood. Many jurisdictions 

have implemented reduced speed school zones based on the belief that lowering the 

speed limit will reduce the number of speeding drivers and increase driver’s awareness 

for pedestrians around schools [4]. 

In Winnipeg, reduced speed school zones have a speed limit of 30 km/h and have been 

implemented on roadways that border private or public elementary schools and are not 

considered regional roadways. The 30 km/h speed limit is in effect between 07:00 and 

17:30, from Monday to Friday, during the months of September to June inclusive [23]. 

Reduced speed school zones consist of three different types of signs – reduced speed 

ahead sign, beginning of reduced speed school zone sign, and end of reduced speed 

school zone sign [24]. Figure 6 shows a sign that has been placed at the beginning of a 

reduced speed school zone in Winnipeg. 
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Figure 6: 30 km/h beginning of reduced speed school zone sign in Winnipeg 

2.7 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR REDUCED SPEED SCHOOL ZONES 

It was mentioned in section 2.4 that the Manitoba provincial government has jurisdiction 

over the roadways in Manitoba [9]. As a result, the province added Regulation 136/2013 

– Reduced Speed School Zone Regulation to The Highway Traffic Act in September 

2013 [10, 25]. The regulation provides rules for design and implementation of reduced 

speed school zones. The Highway Traffic Act includes the following rules with respect to 

reduced speed school zones in Manitoba [10]: 

Speed limits in school zones 98.1(1): By making a by-law in accordance with the regulations, a 

traffic authority, or another local government entity prescribed in the regulations, may establish the 

maximum permitted speed for vehicles being driven in a school zone on a highway, including a 

provincial highway, that is within the geographical boundaries of the traffic authority's traffic 

jurisdiction or the entity's local government jurisdiction. The maximum permitted speed established 

under this section may be lower than the maximum permitted speed for the portion of highway 

containing the school zone provided for or fixed under another provision of this Act.  

Designating school zones 98.1(2): In accordance with the regulations, a traffic authority, or 

another local government entity prescribed in the regulations, may designate school zones on 

highways, including provincial highways, that are within the geographical boundaries of the traffic 

authority's traffic jurisdiction or the entity's local government jurisdiction.  

https://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/ccsm/h060f.php#98.1
https://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/ccsm/h060f.php#98.1(2)
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Complying with school zone speed limit 98.1(3): If the existence of a school zone and the 

maximum permitted speed in it are indicated to drivers by traffic control devices erected in 

accordance with the regulations, a person must not drive a vehicle in the school zone at a speed 

greater than the maximum permitted speed established in accordance with subsection (1).  

Following the establishment of Regulation 136/2013 – Reduced Speed School Zone 

Regulation the City of Winnipeg enacted the Reduced Speed School Zone Bylaw in 

June 2014. The Reduced Speed School Zone Bylaw set speed limits in school zones 

equal to 30 km/h and established the hours, days, and months that the speed limit is in 

effect. Since the establishment of the Bylaw, the City of Winnipeg has implemented 30 

km/h school zones at over 170 schools in Winnipeg. The school zones became effective 

in September 2014 and have a speed limit of 30 km/h between 07:00 and 17:30, from 

Monday to Friday, during the months of September to June inclusive [23].  

In summary, the main documents that pertain to reduced speed school zones in 

Winnipeg are the Highway Traffic Act (including Regulation 136/2013) and City of 

Winnipeg’s Reduced Speed School Zone Bylaw [10, 25, 23]. This research uses the 

rules set out in these documents to guide driver compliance data collection and analysis 

for crosswalks with the GM1 System before and after the implementation of reduced 

speed school zones. 

2.8 SAFETY PERFORMANCE OF REDUCED SPEED SCHOOL ZONES 

Past research on the effectiveness of reduced speed school zones has produced mixed 

results regarding vehicular speeds and collisions. For example, a speed study 

conducted in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan found that with the implementation of 30 km/h 

school zones the 85th percentile speed was reduced 10 km/h (from 54.5 km/h to 44.5 

km/h), only 23% of the motorists drove at or below the 30 km/h speed limit, and the 

majority of drivers drove in the 30-40 km/h range [26]. Another study in Atlanta, Georgia 

https://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/statutes/ccsm/h060f.php#98.1(3)
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found that school zone signage had no significant effect on vehicle speeds [27]. 

Furthermore, a study in Switzerland found that the 50th and 85th percentile speeds were 

reduced by 7-8 km/h in 30 km/h zones with structural traffic calming measures and were 

not (or minimally) reduced in 30 km/h zones without structural traffic calming measures 

[28]. The Switzerland study also found that there were 15% fewer accidents and 27% 

fewer accident victims after the implementation of 30 km/h zones; while another study in 

London, England found that road casualties decreased by 41% after the implementation 

of 20 mph (32 km/h) zones [28, 29]. 

Despite there being mixed results in the literature regarding the effectiveness of reduced 

speed school zones on reducing vehicular speeds and collisions, almost all of the 

literature reviewed agreed that implementing a reduced speed school zone alone does 

not guarantee that drivers will follow the speed limit. Additional approaches that have 

been effective in reducing speeds in school zones include: (1) incorporating traffic 

calming devices (chicanes, speed humps, and raised junctions) to force drivers to slow 

down and avoid uncomfortable driving experiences [29]; (2) installing speed monitoring 

displays to alert drivers of their operating speed [4]; and (3) increasing the amount of 

education and enforcement to increase awareness [4].  In addition, some studies have 

examined other factors that may influence vehicle speeds in school zones. For example, 

a speed study conducted in the Canadian city of Calgary found that average vehicle 

speeds were lower and speed limit compliance rates were higher in: school zones 

compared to playground zones; 2-lane roads compared to 4-lane roads; roads with 

fencing, traffic control devices and the presence of speed display device or children; and 

zones that were longer than 200 meters [30].  

While vehicle speeds and collisions are commonly used road safety measures, another 

surrogate measure for pedestrian safety is driver compliance at crosswalks. As was 
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mentioned in section 2.5, past research has shown that higher vehicular speeds result in 

lower driver compliance rates at crosswalks. For example, one study that looked at 

driver compliance rates at marked crosswalks on 2-lane roadways with 85th percentile 

speeds of 20 mph (32 km/h), 30 mph (48 km/h) and 40 mph (64 km/h) found driver 

compliance rates of 63% to 75%, 42% to 52%, and 17% to 19%, respectively [16]. 

Based on the literature reviewed, it is evident that more research needs to be done on 

the effectiveness of reduced speed school zones in reducing speeds and increasing 

pedestrian safety. Interestingly, there was no literature found on the effect of reduced 

speed school zones on driver compliance at crosswalks. Therefore, this research aims 

to break new ground by examining driver compliance rates at crosswalks located in 

reduced speed school zones. 
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter presents the methodology for a field investigation on driver compliance at 

two types of crosswalks – the GM1 System and the OF System. The following sections 

present the crosswalk site selection process, data collection process, and the 

determination of sample size. 

3.1 SITE SELECTION 

A total of 20 sites were selected for the field investigation on driver compliance at 

crosswalks. Figure 7 shows the treatments, roadway types, and the analysis conducted 

on the data for the selected sites. 

 

Figure 7: Treatment, roadway type, and analysis conducted for the selected sites 

 

Analysis 

Roadway Type 

Treatment 

20 sites 

16 sites                       
GM1 System 

12 sites                             
2-lane undivided 

The effect of 
pedestrian 

approach location, 
reduced speed 

school zones, and 
site characteristics 

4 sites                               
4-lane divided 

The effect of 
treatment, 

weather 
conditions, 
pedestrian 

approach location, 
and site 

characteristics 

4  sites                           
OF System 

4 sites                      
4-lane divided 

The effect of 
treatment, 

weather 
conditions, and 

pedestrian 
approach location 
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3.1.1 Selection of Sites on 4-Lane Divided Roadways 

In order to investigate the effect of treatment, weather conditions, pedestrian approach 

locations, and site characteristics, eight crosswalk sites on 4-lane divided roadways (four 

with the GM1 System and four with the OF System) were selected for the field 

investigation. The crosswalk sites were selected such that a crosswalk with the GM1 

System and a crosswalk with the OF System were located on the same roadway in close 

proximity to one another (no more than 1.3 kilometers apart). The crosswalk sites were 

selected in pairs so that treatments could be compared without being affected by 

differences in operations and roadway design. Each crosswalk site had two-lanes of 

traffic in each direction, a raised refuge, and no stop control on the major roadway. 

Figure 8 shows the typical layout for the crosswalk site pairs.  

 

Figure 8: Typical layout for crosswalk site pairs  
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Table 2 summarizes the site characteristics for each crosswalk site.  

Table 2: Site characteristics for crosswalks on 4-lane divided roadways 

 
Pair 1 Pair 2 Pair 3 Pair 4 

Site 4-A Site 4-B Site 4-C Site 4-D Site 4-E Site 4-F Site 4-G Site 4-H 

Present crossing 
control  

GM1 OF GM1 OF GM1 OF GM1 OF 

Number of lanes 4 4 4 4 

Raised refuge yes yes yes yes 

Speed limit (km/h) 60 50 50 50 

Average weekday 
daily traffic* 

17,300 14,600 15,435 16,300 

Pavement marking 
design 

Parallel 
Line 

Zebra Ladder Zebra Ladder Zebra Ladder Zebra 

Crosswalk location Midblock Midblock 4-leg 3-leg 3-leg 4-leg 4-leg 4-leg 

Proximity to nearest 
school (m) 

125 0 670 0 200 0 0 0 

Proximity to nearest 
controlled 

intersection (m) 
370 200 580 400 460 470 200 200 

Average sidewalk 
buffer width (m) 

5 5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 

Average building  

setback (m) 
11 23 11 5.5 11 10 11 12 

*Average weekday daily traffic was taken from the City of Winnipeg 2012 Traffic Flow Map for Pair 1, Pair 2, 
and Pair 4 and from City of Winnipeg Public Works Department Transportation Division Study 9679 for Pair 
3 [31, 32]. 
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Figure 9 shows the locations of the crosswalks in Winnipeg.  

 

Figure 9: Crosswalks on 4-lane divided roadways on a map of Winnipeg 
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Pair 1: Site 4-A and Site 4-B 

Site 4-A and Site 4-B are located on Dakota Street, which has an average weekday daily 

traffic of 17,300 vehicles [32]. The sites differ from the other sites on 4-lane divided 

roadways in several ways: (1) 4-A and 4-B are located midblock, whereas all other sites 

are located at intersections; (2) 4-A and 4-B’s roadway has a speed limit is 60 km/h, 

whereas all other roadways have a 50 km/h speed limit; (3) 4-A and 4-B’s roadway does 

not have on-street parking, whereas all other roadways do; and (4) 4-A and 4-B are in a 

newer suburban neighbourhood with a curvilinear roadway layout, whereas all other 

sites are in older urban neighbourhoods with roadways laid out in a grid pattern. Figure 

10 and Figure 11 show the sites in summer and winter. 

 

Figure 10: Pair 1 – Site 4-A with the GM1 System in summer and winter 

 

Figure 11: Pair 1 – Site 4-B with the OF System in summer and winter 
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Pair 2: Site 4-C and Site 4-D 

Site 4-C and Site 4-D are located on the major roadway, Corydon Avenue, which has an 

average weekday daily traffic of 14,600 vehicles and a speed limit of 50 km/h [32]. The 

crosswalks at Site 4-C and Site 4-D are located on the west side of the intersections with 

the minor roadways, Lanark Street and Elm Avenue, respectively. Site 4-C (with the 

GM1 System) is located at a 4-leg intersection, while Site 4-D (with the OF System) is 

located at a 3-leg intersection. Both intersections are stop-controlled on the minor 

roadway only. The sites are in an older neighbourhood with a mix of urban residential 

and commercial land use, a grid roadway pattern, and a mature tree canopy along minor 

roadways. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the sites in summer and winter. 

 

Figure 12: Pair 2 – Site 4-C with the GM1 System in summer and winter 

 

Figure 13: Pair 2 – Site 4-D with the OF System in summer and winter 
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Pair 3: Site 4-E and Site 4-F 

Site 4-E and Site 4-F are located on the major roadway, Burrows Avenue, which has an 

average weekday daily traffic of 15,435 vehicles and a speed limit of 50 km/h [31]. The 

crosswalks at Site 4-E and Site 4-F are located on the east side of the intersection with 

the minor roadway, Fife Street, and the west side of the intersection with the minor 

roadway, Shaughnessy Street, respectively. Site 4-E (with the GM1 System) is located 

at a 3-leg intersection, while Site 4-F (with the OF System) is located at a 4-leg 

intersection. Both intersections are stop-controlled on the minor roadway only. The sites 

are in an older neighbourhood with residential land use, a grid roadway pattern, and a 

mature tree canopy along the major roadway edge and median. Figure 14 and Figure 15 

show the sites in summer and winter. 

 

Figure 14: Pair 3 – Site 4-E with the GM1 System in summer and winter 

 

Figure 15: Pair 3 – Site 4-F with the OF System in summer and winter 
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Pair 4: Site 4-G and Site 4-H 

Site 4-G and Site 4-H are located on the major roadway, Inkster Avenue, which has an 

average weekday daily traffic of 16,300 vehicles and a speed limit of 50 km/h [32]. The 

crosswalks at Site 4-G and Site 4-H are located on the west side of the intersections with 

the minor roadways, Parr Street and McKenzie Street, respectively. Both intersections 

have 4-legs and are stop-controlled on the minor roadway only. Furthermore, the 

crosswalks are located at the south corners of the elementary school property and are 

therefore used by students traveling to and from school. The sites are in an older 

neighbourhood area with residential land use, a grid roadway pattern, and a mature tree 

canopy along the major roadway edge and median. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the 

sites in summer and winter. 

 

Figure 16: Pair 4 – Site 4-G with the GM1 System in summer and winter 

 

Figure 17: Pair 4 – Site 4-H with the OF System in summer and winter 
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3.1.2 Selection of Sites on 2-Lane Undivided Roadways 

In order to investigate the effect of pedestrian approach location, reduced speed school 

zones, and site characteristics, 12 crosswalk sites with the GM1 System on 2-lane 

undivided roadways were selected for the field investigation. Each crosswalk site had 

two undivided lanes (one lane of traffic in each direction), 50 km/h speed limit, no stop 

control on the major roadway, and stop control on the minor roadway. Figure 18 shows 

the locations of the crosswalks in Winnipeg. 

 

Figure 18: Crosswalks on 2-lane undivided roadways on a map of Winnipeg 
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Table 3 summarizes the sites characteristics for each crosswalk site. 

Table 3: Site characteristics for crosswalks on 2-lane undivided roadways 

Site Attributes* 

2-A 

Rothesay St and Strood Ave 

 Northeast side of Winnipeg 

 440 vehicles/2-hours 

 Parallel line pavement markings 

 4-leg intersection 

 1243 m from nearest school 
property 

 200 m from nearest controlled 
intersection 

 3 m sidewalk buffer width 

 8 m building setback 
 

2-B 

Burrows Ave and Cutler Bay 

 Northwest side of Winnipeg 

 457 vehicles/2-hours 

 Ladder pavement markings 

 4-leg intersection 

 In front of a school property 

 148 m from nearest controlled 
intersection 

 4.5 m sidewalk buffer width 

 21 m building setback 

 11 m roadway width 
 

2-C 

Cottonwood Rd and Canberra Rd 

 East side of Winnipeg 

 389 vehicles/2-hours 

 Ladder pavement markings 

 4-leg intersection 

 In front of a school property 

 192 m from nearest controlled 
intersection 

 5 m sidewalk buffer width 

 12 m building setback 

 13 m roadway width  

2-D 

Dakota St, between Aldgate Rd and John Forsyth Rd 

 Southeast side of Winnipeg 

 339 vehicles/2-hours 

 Ladder pavement markings 

 Midblock at multi-use path 

 74 m from nearest school 
property 

 142 m from nearest controlled 
intersection 

 11.5 m sidewalk buffer width 

 24 m building setback 
 

*Note: All sites are on 2-lane undivided roadways with 50 km/h speed limit and are located in a residential 
area 

Table 3 continued on next page… 
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Table 3 continued… 

Site Attributes* 

2-E 

Des Meurons St and Harrowby Ave 

 Center of Winnipeg 

 444 vehicles/2-hours 

 Ladder pavement markings 

 4-leg intersection 

 38 m from nearest school 
property 

 165 m from nearest controlled 
intersection 

 1.3 m sidewalk buffer width 

 4 m building setback 

 9 m roadway width  

2-F 

Chancellor Rd and Lake Grove Bay 

 Southwest side of Winnipeg 

 531 vehicles/2-hours 

 Ladder pavement markings 

 3-leg intersection 

 In front of a school property 

 217 m from nearest controlled 
intersection 

 6 m sidewalk buffer width 

 14 m building setback 

 

2-G 

Dakota St, between Warde Ave and Southglen Blvd 

 Southeast side of Winnipeg 

 1111 vehicles/2-hours 

 Parallel line pavement markings 

 Midblock at multi-use path 

 713 m from nearest school 
property 

 220 m from nearest controlled 
intersection 

 11.5 m sidewalk buffer width 

 15 m building setback 
 

2-H 

Burrows Ave and Palms Blvd 

 Northwest side of Winnipeg 

 629 vehicles/2-hours 

 Ladder pavement markings 

 3-leg intersection 

 278 m from nearest school 
property 

 220 m from nearest controlled 
intersection 

 4.5 m sidewalk buffer width 

 13 m building setback 
 

*Note: All sites are on 2-lane undivided roadways with 50 km/h speed limit and are located in a residential 
area 

Table 3 continued on next page… 
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 Table 3 continued… 

Site Attributes* 

2-I 

Cottonwood Rd and Cherry Cr 

 East side of Winnipeg 

 653 vehicles/2-hours 

 Parallel line pavement markings 

 Off-set 4-leg intersection 

 173 m from nearest school 
property 

 169 m from nearest controlled 
intersection 

 4 m sidewalk buffer width 

 9 m building setback 
 

2-J 

Des Meurons St and  Eugenie St 

 Center of Winnipeg 

 908 vehicles/2-hours 

 Ladder pavement markings 

 4-leg intersection 

 1110 m from nearest school 
property 

 208 m from nearest controlled 
intersection 

 3 m sidewalk buffer width 

 13 m building setback 
 

2-K 

Watt St and Hazel Dell Ave 

 Northeast side of Winnipeg 

 389 vehicles/2-hours 

 Ladder pavement markings 

 4-leg intersection 

 0 m from nearest school property 

 365 m from nearest controlled 
intersection 

 2 m sidewalk buffer width 

 6 m building setback 
 

2-L 

Wellington St  and Dominion Ave 

 Center of Winnipeg 

 908 vehicles/2-hours 

 Ladder pavement markings 

 4-leg intersection 

 133 m from nearest school 
property 

 91 m from nearest controlled 
intersection 

 2 m sidewalk buffer width 

 6 m building setback 
 

*Note: All sites are on 2-lane undivided roadways with 50 km/h speed limit and are located in a residential 
area 
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3.2 DATA COLLECTION 

Driver compliance data was collected in winter 2014 (from the beginning to the middle of 

March), summer 2014 (from the middle of June to the first week of September), fall 2014 

(end of October), and summer 2015 (end of June). Figure 19 shows the year, season, 

and analysis conducted for the data collected. 

 

Figure 19: Year, season, and analysis conducted for the data collected 

Data collection occurred during off-peak hours. Off-peak was defined for the research as 

the time between the end of the morning peak and the start of the afternoon peak, 

approximately between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., respectively.  Data was not 

collected in school zone locations between approximately 3:30 p.m. and 4:00 p.m., 

corresponding to the end of the school day and the presence of crossing guards at or 

near the crosswalks. The driver compliance data collection was completed in blocks of 

one to two hours at a time, corresponding to between 50 to 100 crossings recorded per 
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hour. In addition, vehicle volume data was collected at the same time as the driver 

compliance for the 2-lane undivided roadway sites.  

For consistency and safety, most winter data collection took place on days with no 

snowfall and outside temperatures above -20°C. For the same reasons, summer and fall 

data collection took place on days with no rain and temperatures ranging from 15°C to 

28°C. Prior to the start of each day of data collection, driver visibility issues, such as the 

presence of snowbanks, were examined by driving through the sites. Furthermore, to aid 

in the determination of the stopping distance required for drivers to comply at 

crosswalks, the following stopping sight distance formula from the Transportation 

Association of Canada’s Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads was used [7]:  

Stopping Sight Distance = (0.278 ∗ 𝑡 ∗ 𝑉) + (
𝑉2

254∗𝑓
)   

where 𝑡 is the perception and reaction time (2.5 seconds), 𝑉 is the initial speed (km/h), 

and 𝑓 is the coefficient of friction between the tires and the roadway.  

The formula gives the minimum stopping sight distances on level grade and wet 

pavement. Data for this research are collected on days with non-icy pavement 

conditions. Table 4 shows the stopping sight distance calculations for each site.  

Table 4: Stopping sight distance for sites 

*The coefficient of friction values are from the TAC Geometric Design Guideline for Canadian Roads [7] 

Site 
Posted Speed 

(km/h) 
Initial Speed 

(km/h) 
Coefficient of 

Friction* 
Stopping Sight 

Distance (m) 

4-A, 4-B 60 60 0.33 85 

4-C to 4-H, 2-A to 2-L 50 50 0.35 63 

2-B, 2-C, 2-E after 
September 1, 2014  

30 30 0.40 30 
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The research used staged pedestrian crossings, or in other words, deliberately arranged 

pedestrian crossings conducted by the researcher. Staged pedestrian crossings were 

used so that each driver would be faced with the same pedestrian and would not be 

influenced by differences in pedestrian behavior and appearance. In order to ensure that 

pedestrian behavior and appearance were consistent, the staged crossing was 

conducted by one researcher who wore similar clothing on each data collection day. The 

following procedure was followed for each staged pedestrian crossing: 

1. Prior to the crossing, the pedestrian was four to eight meters away from the road 

edge and out of sight of approaching vehicles. 

2. The pedestrian approached the crosswalk when a single vehicle or the first 

vehicle in a platoon of vehicles passed a specific location in advance of the 

crosswalk corresponding to the calculated stopping sight distance.  

3. For the GM1 Systems, the pedestrian waited for the approaching vehicle(s) to 

stop or slow down enough for the pedestrian to feel safe crossing the road. For 

the OF Systems, the pedestrian activated the push button and waited for 

approaching vehicle(s) to stop or slow down enough for the pedestrian to feel 

safe before crossing the road.  

4. In cases where the driver did not comply with the crosswalk, the pedestrian 

waited at the edge of the road until they were able to cross safely.  

After each crossing event, the following information was recorded: 

 The pedestrian walking direction. 

 The direction of approaching traffic. 

 Whether the vehicle stopped or slowed down enough for the approaching 

pedestrian to cross the roadway. This was identified as an immediate yield. 
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3.3 SAMPLE SIZE 

The following equation was used to determine the required sample size for each site 

given a certain probability of success for immediate yields [33]: 

n=[p(1-p)]* [
Z

m
]

2

 

where n is the required sample size, p is the probability of success (i.e., proportion of 

immediate yields), Z is the critical value for a certain confidence level, and m is the 

chosen margin of error. A 95% confidence level was selected, resulting in a critical Z-

value of 1.96, a margin of error of 10%, and a conservative probability of success of 0.5 

for immediate yields [33]. This resulted in a required sample size of 97 for each site to 

ensure that there was a 95% chance that the observed proportion of immediate yields 

was within 0.10 of the actual value. A total sample of 3921 staged pedestrian crossings 

was conducted for this research. Table 5 shows the sample size used for each analysis, 

while Table 6 shows the sample size for each site at the different times data was being 

collected. 

Table 5: Sample size for each analysis 

Analysis Sample Size 

The effect of treatments on driver compliance at crosswalks 1664 

The effect of weather conditions on driver compliance at crosswalks 1664 

The effect of pedestrian approach location on driver compliance at crosswalks 3078 

The effect of reduced speed school zones on driver compliance at crosswalks 995 

The effect of site characteristics on driver compliance at crosswalks 1816 

Total 9217* 

*This total is not the summation all samples because some of the samples were used to address more than 
one analysis.  
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Table 6: Site sample sizes 

Site Winter 2014 Summer 2014 Fall 2014 Summer 2015 

4-A 106 100 - - 

4-B 107 102 - - 

4-C 102 100 - - 

4-D 107 102 - - 

4-E 110 101 - - 

4-F 106 102 - - 

4-G 110 101 - - 

4-H 106 102 - - 

2-A - 111 - - 

2-B - 121 110 105 

2-C - 114 109 106 

2-D - 109 - - 

2-E - 117 111 102 

2-F - 111 - - 

2-G - 129 - - 

2-H - 125 - - 

2-I - 120 - - 

2-J - 122 - - 

2-K - 113 - - 

2-L - 122 - - 

Total 854 2224 330 313 
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4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter provides the analysis of the field investigation and discusses the effect of 

treatments, weather conditions, pedestrian approach locations, reduced speed school 

zones, and site characteristics on driver compliance at crosswalks.  

4.1 PEDESTRIAN CROSSING CONTROL TREATMENT & DRIVER COMPLIANCE 

This section provides the results of an analysis on the effect of pedestrian crossing 

control treatment on driver compliance at crosswalks. This analysis was done by 

comparing driver compliance rates for four crosswalks with the GM1 System and four 

crosswalks with the OF System on 4-lane divided roadways. 

The PCC Guide recommends that the OF System or Traffic Signal System be 

implemented on 4-lane divided roadways for various traffic volumes and speeds, 

however, in Winnipeg the GM1 System has also been implemented in these 

circumstances [1]. Past research has shown that driver compliance at crosswalks with 

similar treatments to the GM1 System tends to be low, as these crosswalks do not have 

flashing lights or other devices that provide the driver with information about a 

pedestrian’s intention to cross a roadway [16]. Furthermore, past research on driver 

compliance at crosswalks with similar treatments to the OF System has shown that 

flashing beacons increase driver awareness, yet exhibit a wide range of driver yielding 

rates (25% to 77%) [17]. Since the PCC Guide and past research support the idea of the 

OF System having a safety advantage over the GM1 System, this research posed the 

hypothesis that driver compliance rates are higher for crosswalks with the OF System 

and lower for crosswalks with the GM1 System on 4-lane undivided roadways. 

In order to determine the effect of pedestrian crossing control treatments on driver 

compliance at crosswalks on 4-lane divided roadways, eight crosswalks (four crosswalks 
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with the GM1 System and four crosswalks with the OF System) were analyzed. Figure 

20 shows the average driver compliance rates for the crosswalks with the GM1 System 

and crosswalks with the OF System on 4-lane divided roadways in winter and summer. 

Driver compliance rates in winter and summer were analyzed separately so that weather 

conditions would not influence the analysis. 

 

Figure 20: Driver compliance rates for the GM1 System and OF System 

Figure 20 shows that the average driver compliance rate for crosswalks with the GM1 

System in winter and summer was 54% and 64%, respectively, while the average driver 

compliance rate for crosswalks with the OF System in winter and summer was 89% and 

91%, respectively. In other words, crosswalks with the OF System had 35% and 27% 

higher driver compliance rates than crosswalks with the GM1 System in winter and 

summer, respectively. This result is expected as the OF System provides drivers 

additional information about a pedestrian’s intention to cross a roadway. 

In order to minimize the effect of other site characteristics (i.e., roadway operations and 

geometry) on driver compliance, this analysis also compares pairs of crosswalks (one 
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with the GM1 System and one with the OF System) located within 1.3 kilometers of one 

another on the same 4-lane divided roadway. By selecting crosswalk sites in close 

proximity to one another and on the same roadway, the effect of other site 

characteristics were considered minimized and the results were more indicative of the 

effect of the treatment on driver compliance. In total, four crosswalk pairs were used in 

this analysis (see section 3.1.1 for a description of the crosswalk pairs). These crosswalk 

pairs come from the same eight crosswalks mentioned in the beginning of this section. 

Figure 21 illustrates the driver compliance rates for each pair in winter and summer. 

 

 

Figure 21: Driver compliance rates for GM1 System pairs and OF System pairs 

Figure 21 shows that for all pairs in both seasons, crosswalks with the OF System had 

higher average yielding rates (83% to 96%) than crosswalks with the GM1 System (42% 

to 73%). Again, this result was expected as it is known that the OF System is a more 
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conspicuous system that provides additional information to the driver about a 

pedestrian’s intention to cross the roadway. However, it was not expected that the 

difference in driver compliance rates between crosswalks with the GM1 System and 

crosswalks with the OF System would be as large. For example, for Pair 1 in winter, the 

crosswalk with the OF System driver compliance rate (96%) was almost double that of 

the crosswalk with the GM1 System driver compliance rate (50%). This difference is 

likely attributed to the treatment, as the roadway operations, geometry, and 

environmental conditions were very similar on the days of data collection.  

Figure 21 also shows that the difference in driver compliance rates for the GM1 System 

and OF System was larger for Pair 1 and Pair 2, than Pair 3 and Pair 4. For example, in 

summer the differences in driver compliance rates for Pair 1 and Pair 2 were 30% and 

41%, respectively, while the differences in driver compliance rates for Pair 3 and Pair 4 

were 20% and 19%, respectively. This suggests that there are other factors besides the 

type of treatment that influence driver compliance at crosswalks. A number of these 

factors will be discussed in the following sections of the chapter. 

Significance tests for comparing proportions (z-tests) were conducted to determine 

whether the difference in driver compliance rates for each crosswalk pair was statistically 

significant. The z-test assumes the null hypothesis that the driver compliance rates at 

crosswalks with the GM1 System and crosswalks with the OF System are equal. The 

driver compliance rates that were collected for each pair are certainly quite different – for 

example, Pair 1 had a driver compliance rate of 50% for the GM1 System and 96% for 

the OF System. The purpose of the z-test is to determine whether the difference in driver 

compliance rates is large enough to believe that the independent comparison group 

proportions are not equal. The z-tests found the differences in driver compliance rates 
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for each pair statistically significant with an alpha of 0.05. Table 7 summarizes the driver 

compliance rates for each crosswalk and the results of the z-tests.  

Table 7: Driver compliance rates by treatment and z-test results 

Pair 
Roadway 
Segment 

Season  
GM1 

System 
OF 

System 

Percent 
Difference 

(margin of 
error at 95% 
confidence) 

Difference 
Statistically 
Significant? 

(α=0.05) 

1 Dakota 

Winter 

Site 4-A 4-B 

+46% 

(±10%) 

Yes 
z = -7.625 
P < 0.0001 

Sample Size 106 107 

Rate 50% 96% 

Summer 

Site 4-A 4-B +29% 

(±11%) 

 

Yes 
z = -4.907 
P < 0.0001 

Sample Size 100 102 

Rate 62% 91% 

2 Corydon 

Winter 

Site 4-C 4-D 

+48% 

(±11%) 

Yes 
z = -7.282 
P < 0.0001 

Sample Size 102 107 

Rate 42% 90% 

Summer 

Site 4-C 4-D 

+41% 

(±11%) 

Yes 
z = -6.642 
P < 0.0001 

Sample Size 100 102 

Rate 53% 94% 

3 Burrows 

Winter 

Site 4-E 4-F 

+29% 

(±11%) 

Yes 
z = -4.749 
P < 0.0001 

Sample Size 110 106 

Rate 59% 88% 

Summer 

Site 4-E 4-F 

+20% 

(±10%) 

Yes 
z = -3.791 
P < 0.0002 

Sample Size 101 102 

Rate 73% 93% 

4 Inkster 

Winter 

Site 4-G 4-H 

+18% 

(±11%) 

Yes 
z = -3.080 
P < 0.0022 

Sample Size 110 106 

Rate 65% 83% 

Summer 

Site 4-G 4-H 

+19% 

(±11%) 

Yes 
z = -3.248 
P < 0.002 

Sample Size 101 102 

Rate 68% 87% 

Table 7 shows that in winter, driver compliance rates for crosswalks with GM1 Systems 

ranged from 42% to 65%, while driver compliance rates for crosswalks with OF Systems 
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ranged from 83% to 96%. Similarly, Table 7 shows that in summer, driver compliance 

rates for crosswalks with GM1 Systems ranged from 53% to 73%, while driver 

compliance rates for crosswalks with OF Systems ranged from 87% to 94%. 

Furthermore, the difference in driver compliance rates for each pair ranged from 18% to 

46%, and all were found to be statistically significant at an alpha of 0.05 or 95% 

confidence and about 11% margin of error. 

Overall, the results of this analysis agree with the hypothesis that the OF System has a 

safety advantage over the GM1 System as driver compliance rates are significantly 

higher at crosswalks with the OF System compared to crosswalks with the GM1 System. 

This result supports the PCC Guide’s Decision Support Tool – Treatment Selection 

Matrix recommendation that the OF System be implemented on 4-lane roadways (two 

lanes per direction) with a raised refuge, 50 km/h speed limit, and average daily traffic 

volumes between 12,000 and 15,000 which is the case for Pair 2, Pair 3, and Pair 4 [1]. 

In addition, the PCC Guide recommends that traffic signals be implemented on 4-lane 

roadways (two lanes per direction) with a raised refuge, 60 km/h speed limit, and 

average daily traffic volume greater than 15,000 which is the case for Pair 1 [1]; 

however, the results show that the OF System for this pair (Site 4-B) had the highest 

driving yielding rate (96% in winter) among all the crosswalks examined. This suggests 

that the OF System for Pair 1 is performing well and a traffic signal may not be 

necessary. 

4.2 WEATHER CONDITIONS & DRIVER COMPLIANCE 

This section provides the results of an analysis on the effect of weather conditions on 

driver compliance at crosswalks. This analysis was done by:  
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1. Comparing driver compliance rates for crosswalks with the GM1 System on 4-lane 

divided roadways in winter and summer.  

2. Comparing driver compliance rates for crosswalks with the OF System on 4-lane 

divided roadways in winter and summer. 

In Winnipeg, winter and summer have very different weather conditions. Winnipeg 

experiences winter weather conditions (i.e., snow, ice, and low temperatures) for at least 

five months of the year (November through March) and receives an average snowfall of 

113.7 centimeters per year [2]. These conditions often result in snowbanks along curb 

edges of roads ranging from two to three meters high. Snowbanks pose a problem at 

crosswalks as they can hinder a driver’s ability to identify a pedestrian until they are at a 

distance less than the required stopping sight distance away from a crosswalk. When 

collecting the driver compliance data in winter months, snowbanks approximately two to 

three meters high were observed at almost all crosswalks on 4-lane divided roadways 

(with the exception of Site 4-C and Site 4-D), which could hinder a driver’s ability to 

detect a pedestrian waiting to cross a roadway. Figure 22 shows a photograph of vehicle 

approaching Site 4-F, taken on one day of data collection in winter. The red line on the 

photograph shows the difference in height between the vehicle and the snowbanks. 

 

Figure 22: Site 4-F in winter 
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Winnipeg also experiences summer weather conditions for about four months of the year 

(mid-May through mid-September). Since 1981, temperatures in summer have ranged 

from 0⁰C to 40⁰C, however, the daily average temperature is approximately 18.5⁰C [2]. 

In addition, Winnipeg receives an average rainfall of 418.9 millimeters per year, over half 

of which falls in June, July, and August [2]. These conditions allow trees and other 

vegetation to grow and produce leaves. If not properly maintained, trees and other 

vegetation may block pedestrian crossing control devices and hinder a driver’s ability to 

identify a pedestrian until they are at a distance less than the required stopping sight 

distance away from a crosswalk. Figure 23 shows a photograph of the same crosswalk 

(Site 4-F) shown in Figure 22 but in summer. 

 

Figure 23: Site 4-F in summer 

To date, there is limited research on the effect of different seasons on driver compliance 

at crosswalks. Therefore, this research posed the hypothesis that driver compliance at 

crosswalks is higher in summer than in winter. This hypothesis stemmed from the idea 

that snowbanks (which occur in winter) hinder a driver’s ability to detect a pedestrian and 

will result in lower driver compliance rates at crosswalks. 
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In order to examine the difference in driver compliance at crosswalks in winter and 

summer, data was collected at eight crosswalks (four with the GM1 System and four with 

the OF System) on 4-lane divided roadways in both seasons. In order to eliminate the 

effect of slippery road conditions on driver compliance, data collection occurred on days 

with dry road conditions. In addition, winter data collection was conducted within a span 

of 17 days (February 25 to March 13, 2015) so that the height of snowbanks could be as 

consistent as possible.  

Figure 24 shows the average driver compliance rates for the crosswalks with the GM1 

System and crosswalks with the OF System on 4-lane divided roadways in winter and 

summer. Driver compliance rates for crosswalks with the GM1 System and OF System 

were analyzed separately so that the treatment would not influence the analysis. 

 

Figure 24: Driver compliance rates in winter and summer 

Figure 24 shows that in winter, the average driver compliance rates for crosswalks with 

the OF System and GM1 System were 59% and 89%, respectively, while in summer, the 

average driver compliance rate for crosswalks with the OF System and GM1 System 
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were 64% and 91%, respectively. In other words, in summer, driver compliance was 3% 

higher than in winter at crosswalks with the OF System, and 10% higher than in winter at 

crosswalks with the GM1 System. Figure 25 illustrates the driver compliance rates for 

each crosswalk in winter and summer. 

 

Figure 25: Driver compliance rates for sites in winter and summer 

Figure 25 shows that each crosswalk under investigation (besides Site 4-B) had a lower 

driver compliance rate in winter compared to summer. The lower driver compliance rates 

in winter may be due to the presence of snowbanks which decreases driver’s ability to 

detect pedestrians on the side of the roadway.  

In addition, it was found that on average there was smaller difference in driver 

compliance rates between winter and summer at crosswalks with the OF system (4% on 

average) compared to the GM1 System (10% on average). One explanation for this 

result may be that snowbanks affect the performance of crosswalks with the GM1 

System more than the OF System. For example, crosswalks with the GM1 System are 

only effective if the driver is able to identify a pedestrian on the side of the roadway; 

however, snowbanks may hinder a driver’s ability to do so. However, crosswalks with the 
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OF System have the advantage of having overhead flashing lights that are above the 

snowbanks and give drivers more information about a pedestrian’s intention to cross the 

roadway with more advance warning. 

One factor that may have influenced the driver compliance at crosswalks in summer was 

the presence of trees. Mature tree canopies may have made it more difficult to see the 

overhead signs and flashing devices at Site 4-F and Site 4-H. This may have contributed 

to the lower driver compliance rates found at Site 4-F and Site 4-H compared to the two 

other crosswalks with the OF System (Site 4-B and Site 4-D).   

A significance test for comparing proportions (z-test) was conducted to determine 

whether the difference in driver compliance rates for crosswalk in winter and summer 

was statistically significant. The results of the significance tests found the difference in 

driver compliance rates in winter and summer for Site 4-E to be statistically significant, 

however the difference in driver compliance rates in winter and summer for all other 

crosswalk sites were not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level (α = 0.05). 

Table 8 (on the following page) summarizes the driver compliance rates and the results 

of the z-test for each crosswalk site on 4-lane divided roadways in winter and summer.  

Table 8 shows that for crosswalks with the GM1 System, driver compliance rates in 

winter ranged from 42% to 65%, while driver compliance rates in summer ranged from 

53% to 73%. Similarly, Table 8 shows that for crosswalks with the OF System, driver 

compliance rates in winter ranged from 83% to 96%, while driver compliance rates in 

summer ranged from 87% to 94%. Furthermore, the absolute difference in driver 

compliance rates between winter and summer for each crosswalk ranged from 3% to 

14%, while the margin of error ranged from 7% to 14%. 
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Table 8: Driver compliance rates in winter and summer and z-test results 

Site 
PCC 

System 
 Winter Summer 

Percent 
Difference 

(margin of error at 
95% confidence) 

Difference 
Statistically 
Significant?  

(α = 0.05) 

4-A GM1 
Sample Size 106 100 +12% 

(±13%) 

No 
z = -1.733 
P = 0.0830 Rate 50% 62% 

4-B OF 
Sample Size 107 102 -5% 

(±7%) 

No 
z = 1.522 

P = 0.1281 Rate 96% 91% 

4-C GM1 
Sample Size 102 100 +11% 

(±14%) 

No 
z = -1.543 
P = 0.1229 Rate 42% 53% 

4-D OF 
Sample Size 107 102 +4% 

(±7%) 

No 
z = -1.163 
P = 0.2450 Rate 90% 94% 

4-E GM1 
Sample Size 110 101 +14% 

(±13%) 

Yes 
z = -2.170 
P = 0.0300 Rate 59% 73% 

4-F OF 
Sample Size 106 102 +5% 

(±8%) 

No 
z = -1.321 
P = 0.1865 Rate 88% 93% 

4-G GM1 
Sample Size 110 101 +3% 

(±13%) 

No 
z = -0.579 
P = 0.5625 Rate 65% 68% 

4-H OF 
Sample Size 106 102 +5% 

(±10%) 

No 
z = -0.858 
P = 0.3911 Rate 83% 87% 

 

Overall, the results of the analysis agree with the hypothesis that driver compliance at 

crosswalks is higher in summer than in winter. One reason for these results may be due 

to the absence of snowbanks in summer. 

4.3 PEDESTRIAN APPROACH LOCATION & DRIVER COMPLIANCE 

This section provides the results of an analysis on the effect of pedestrian approach 

location on driver compliance at crosswalks. On 4-lane divided roadways, pedestrians 

can approach the roadway from the road edge or the raised refuge, whereas on 2-lane 

undivided roadways pedestrians can only approach the roadway from the road edge. 

Due to these differences, the analysis was done by: 
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1. Comparing driver compliance rates for crosswalks with the GM1 System on 4-

lane divided roadways. 

2. Comparing driver compliance rates for crosswalks with the OF System on 4-lane 

divided roadways. 

3. Comparing driver compliance rates for crosswalks with the GM1 System on 2-

lane undivided roadways.   

Section 4.3.1 presents the results for the analysis for crosswalks on 4-lane divided 

roadways, while section 4.3.2 presents the results for the analysis for crosswalks on 2-

lane undivided roadways.  

4.3.1 Sites on 4-Lane Divided Roadways 

On 4-lane divided roadways, pedestrians approach crosswalks from two locations, either 

the road edge or the raised refuge. Accordingly, crosswalks on 4-lane divided roadways 

are considered two-stage crossings – the first stage the pedestrian crosses from the 

road edge to the raised refuge and the second stage the pedestrian crosses from the 

raised refuge to the road edge. Figure 26 shows the situation where the pedestrian 

approaches the crosswalk from the road edge and Figure 27 shows the situation where 

the pedestrian approaches the crosswalk from the raised refuge. 

  

Figure 26: Pedestrian approaching crosswalk from the road edge 
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Figure 27: Pedestrian approaching crosswalk from the raised refuge 

To date, there is limited research on the effect of the pedestrian approach location on 

driver compliance at crosswalks. Therefore, this research posed the hypothesis that: (1) 

driver compliance at crosswalks with the GM1 System on 4-lane divided roadways is 

higher when the pedestrians approach the crosswalk from the raised refuge as opposed 

to the road edge, and (2) driver compliance at crosswalks with the OF System on 4-lane 

divided roadways is similar regardless of pedestrian approach location. This hypothesis 

stemmed from the idea that: (1) drivers are more aware of the pedestrians intention to 

cross a roadway when the pedestrian is standing on a raised refuge as opposed to the 

road edge for crosswalks with the GM1 System, and (2) drivers are equally aware of a 

pedestrian intention to crosswalk a roadway when the pedestrian is standing on the road 

edge or raised refuge for crosswalks with the OF System, since the pedestrian activates 

the overhead flashing lights for each stage of the crossing.  

In order to determine whether the pedestrian approach location affects driver compliance 

at crosswalks, data was collected at eight crosswalks (four with the GM1 System and 

four with the OF System) on 4-lane divided roadways. Figure 28 shows the average 

driver compliance rates for the crosswalks with the GM1 System and crosswalks with the 

OF System on 4-lane divided roadways in winter and summer. Driver compliance rates 
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for each type of treatment in winter and summer were analysed separately so that the 

treatment type and weather conditions would not mislead the analysis. 

  

Figure 28: Driver compliance rates by pedestrian approach location 

Figure 28 shows that in both seasons, the average driver compliance rates for 

crosswalks with the GM1 System are 10% to 17% higher when the pedestrian 

approaches the crosswalk from the raised refuge than the road edge. Figure 28 also 

shows that in both seasons, the average driver compliance rates for crosswalks with the 

OF System are similar for both pedestrian approach locations. Figure 29 shows the 

driver compliance rates when the pedestrian crossed from the road edge or raised 

refuge for each site in winter and summer. 
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Figure 29: Driver compliance rates for sites by pedestrian approach location 

Figure 29 shows that for: 

 Crosswalks with the GM1 System in summer – driver compliance rates when the 

pedestrian approached the crosswalk from the road edge ranged from 41% to 

73%, while driver compliance rates when the pedestrian approached from the 

raised refuge ranged from 56% to 92%.  

 Crosswalks with the GM1 System in winter – driver compliance rates when the 

pedestrian approached the crosswalk from the road edge ranged from 33% to 

60%, while driver compliance rates when the pedestrian approached from the 

raised refuge ranged from 58% to 71%. 
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 Crosswalks with the OF System in summer – driver compliance rates when the 

pedestrian approached the crosswalk from the road edge ranged from 85% to 

94%, while driver compliance rates when the pedestrian approached from the 

raised refuge ranged from 91% to 97%. 

 Crosswalks with the OF System in winter – driver compliance rates when the 

pedestrian approached the crosswalk from the road edge ranged from 84% to 

95%, while driver compliance rates when the pedestrian approached from the 

raised refuge ranged from 81% to 98%. 

In addition, Figure 29 shows the driver compliance rates when the pedestrian crossed 

from the road edge was lower than when the pedestrian crossed from the raised refuge 

for each crosswalk with the GM1 System (except for Site 4-A in summer). The difference 

may be because drivers are better able to detect pedestrians and/or are less confused 

about a pedestrian’s intention to cross when the pedestrian is located on the raised 

refuge as opposed to along the edge of the roadway. In addition, drivers may be more 

willing to stop for pedestrians standing on a raised refuge rather than the road edge as 

they are seen to be in a more vulnerable position. Figure 29 also shows the driver 

compliance rates when the pedestrians crossed from the road edge and raised refuge 

were similar for each crosswalk with the OF System.  The similarity may be because 

drivers are more aware of a pedestrian’s intention to cross regardless of whether the 

pedestrian is crossing from the raised refuge or road edges, as OF crosswalks require 

pedestrians to use a pushbutton to activate each stage of the crossing.  

Significance tests for comparing proportions (z-tests) were conducted to determine 

whether the difference in driver compliance rates when pedestrians approached 

crosswalks from the road edge or raised refuge was statistically significant. Four of the 

16 z-tests found the difference in driver compliance rates when pedestrians approach a 
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crosswalk from the road edge or raised refuge were statistically significant at the 95% 

confidence level. The tests that were statistically significant occurred at three of the 

crosswalks with GM1 Systems in both winter and summer. Table 9 (on the following 

page) summarizes driver compliance rates by the pedestrian approach location and the 

results of the z-tests.  

While only four of the 16 z-tests were statistically significant at the 95% confidence level, 

Table 9 shows that approximately half of the tests had driver compliance rates 9% to 

30% higher when the pedestrian approached from the raised refuge than the road edge. 

The other half of the tests (besides Site 4-A in summer) had absolute differences in 

driver compliance rates of 6% or less. The test for Site 4-A in summer differed from the 

rest of the tests as driver compliance was 17% lower when the pedestrian approached 

from raised refuge as opposed to the road edge. The results for Site 4-A in summer may 

have differed from the other sites due to a difference in the sample sizes. For example, 

Site 4-A’s sample had 70% of crossings starting from the raised refuge and 30% of the 

crossings starting from the road edge, whereas the other site’s samples had about 65% 

of crossings starting from the road edge, and 35% of crossings starting from the raised 

refuge. It is recommended that future research have similar and larger sample sizes (at 

least 100 samples) for both pedestrian approach locations. 
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Table 9: Driver compliance rates by pedestrian approach location and z-test results 

Site 
PCC 

System 
Season  Road Edge 

Raised 
Refuge 

Percent 
Difference 
(margin of 

error at 95% 
confidence) 

Difference 
Statistically 
Significant?    

(α = 0.05) 

4-A GM1 

Winter 
Sample Size 71 35 +28% 

(±19%) 

Yes 
z = -2.685 
P = 0.0073 Rate 41% 69% 

Summer 
Sample Size 30 70 -17% 

(±20%) 

No 
z = 1.529 

P = 0.1264 Rate 73% 56% 

4-B OF 

Winter 
Sample Size 66 41 +3% 

(±7%) 

No 
z = -0.558 
P = 0.5766 Rate 95% 98% 

Summer 
Sample Size 65 37 +9% 

(±10%) 

No 
z = -1.644 
P = 0.1001 Rate 88% 97% 

4-C GM1 

Winter 
Sample Size 66 36 +25% 

(±20%) 

Yes 
z = -2.443 
P = 0.0145 Rate 33% 58% 

Summer 
Sample Size 59 41 +30% 

(±19%) 

Yes 
z = -2.962 
P = 0.0031 Rate 41% 71% 

4-D OF 

Winter 
Sample Size 67 40 0% 

(±12%) 

No 
z = -0.074 
P = 0.9412 Rate 90% 90% 

Summer 
Sample Size 65 37 +1% 

(±9%) 

No 
z = -0.154 
P = 0.8773 Rate 94% 95% 

4-E GM1 

Winter 
Sample Size 70 40 +1% 

(±19%) 

No 
z = -0.147 
P = 0.8835 Rate 59% 60% 

Summer 
Sample Size 77 24 +24% 

(±15%) 

Yes 
z = -2.333 
P = 0.0197 Rate 68% 92% 

4-F OF 

Winter 
Sample Size 73 33 +5% 

(±13%) 

No 
z = -0.670 
P = 0.5031 Rate 86% 91% 

Summer 
Sample Size 68 34 +6% 

(±9%) 

No 
z = -1.108 
P = 0.2680 Rate 91% 97% 

4-G GM1 

Winter 
Sample Size 68 42 +11% 

(±18%) 

No 
z = -1.186 
P = 0.2356 Rate 60% 71% 

Summer 
Sample Size 64 37 +15% 

(±18%) 

No 
z = -1.653 
P = 0.0984 Rate 63% 78% 

4-H OF 

Winter 
Sample Size 70 36 -3% 

(±15%) 

No 
z = 0.484 

P = 0.6281 Rate 84% 81% 

Summer 
Sample Size 68 34 +6% 

(±13%) 

No 
z = -0.840 
P = 0.4010 Rate 85% 91% 
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Overall, the majority of the results agree with the hypothesis that driver compliance rates 

for crosswalks with the GM1 System on 4-lane divided roadways are higher for 

pedestrians completing the second stage of the crossing (from the raised refuge) 

compared to the first stage (from the road edge). In addition, the results agree with the 

hypothesis that driver compliance rates for OF Systems are similar regardless of 

pedestrian crossing location.  

4.3.2 Sites on 2-Lane Undivided Roadways 

On 2-lane undivided roadways, pedestrians approach crosswalks from the road edge, 

while vehicles approach crosswalks in the near lane or far lane with respect to the 

pedestrian. Figure 30 and Figure 31 show diagrams depicting the two situations.  

 

Figure 30: Driver travelling in near lane as the pedestrian approaches the crosswalk 

 

Figure 31: Driver travelling in far lane as the pedestrian approaches the crosswalk 

To date, there is limited research on the effect of the pedestrian approach location on 

driver compliance at crosswalks. Therefore, this research posed the hypothesis that: (1) 

driver compliance at crosswalks with the GM1 System on 2-lane undivided roadways is 

higher when the driver is travelling in the near lane as opposed to the far lane with 
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respect to the pedestrian. This hypothesis stemmed from the idea that drivers are more 

likely to react to objects closer to line of sight and may drive more cautiously due to the 

increased risk of the pedestrian stepping off a curb into their travel lane.  

In order to determine whether the pedestrian approach location affects driver compliance 

at crosswalks, this analysis compared driver compliance rates based on the lane the 

driver was travelling in as a pedestrian approached a crosswalk, either the near lane or 

far lane. Data was collected at 12 crosswalks with the GM1 System on 2-lane undivided 

roadways in summer. Figure 32 shows the average driver compliance rates for the 

crosswalks based on the driver travel lane. 

 

Figure 32: Driver compliance rates by driver travel lane 

Figure 32 shows that the driver compliance rate is 8% higher when drivers are travelling 

in the near lane with respect to the pedestrian as opposed to the far lane. Figure 33 

shows the driver compliance rates for each crosswalk site based on the driver travel 

lane. 
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Figure 33: Driver compliance rates for sites by driver travel lane 

Figure 33 shows that the driver compliance rates at 2-B, 2-C, 2-H, 2-I, 2-J, and 2-K were 

9% to 24% higher when the drivers travelled in the near lane than when they travelled in 

the far lane with respect to the pedestrian. Figure 33 also shows that the driver 

compliance rates at 2-A, 2-D, 2-E, 2-F, 2-G, and 2-L were similar for both driver lane 

positions, as the absolute difference at those sites were 6% or less. Therefore, half of 

the sites had driver compliance rates that were similar for both driver lane positions, 

while the other half had higher driver compliance rates when drivers travelled in the near 

lane.  

Significance tests for comparing proportions (z-tests) were conducted to determine 

whether the differences in driver compliance rates for vehicles traveling in the near lane 

or far lane with respect to the pedestrian are statistically significant. Three of the 12 z-

tests found the differences in driver compliance rates for vehicles travelling in the near 

lane or far lane with respect to the pedestrian were statistically significant at the 95% 

confidence level. The three tests that were statistically significant had higher driver 

compliance rates for drivers travelling in the near lane as opposed to the far lane with 
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respect to the pedestrian. Table 10 summarizes driver compliance rates by driver travel 

lane and the results of the z-tests.  

Table 10: Driver compliance rates by driver travel lane and z-test results 

Site  Near Lane Far Lane 
Percent Difference 
(margin of error at 
95% confidence) 

Difference 
Statistically 
Significant?  

(α = 0.05) 

2-A 
Sample Size 52 59 +2% 

(±17%) 

No 
z = -0.225 
P = 0.8220 Rate 69% 71% 

2-B 
Sample Size 68 53 -9% 

(±15%) 

No 
z = 1.189 

P = 0.2346 Rate 81% 72% 

2-C 
Sample Size 64 50 -24% 

(±16%) 

Yes 
z = 2.933 

P = 0.0034 Rate 84% 60% 

2-D 
Sample Size 50 59 +2% 

(±13%) 

No 
z = -0.359 
P = 0.7198 Rate 84% 86% 

2-E 
Sample Size 57 60 +4% 

(±17%) 

No 
z = -0.403 
P = 0.6867 Rate 61% 65% 

2-F 
Sample Size 57 54 -3% 

(±15%) 

No 
z = 0.380 

P = 0.7040 Rate 81% 78% 

2-G 
Sample Size 65 64 +1% 

(±10%) 

No 
z = -0.288 
P = 0.7731 Rate 91% 92% 

2-H 
Sample Size 67 58 -18% 

(±16%) 

Yes 
z = 2.093 

P = 0.0364 Rate 75% 57% 

2-I 
Sample Size 62 58 -12% 

(±15%) 

No 
z = 1.477 

P = 0.1398 Rate 81% 69% 

2-J 
Sample Size 62 60 -12% 

(±13%) 

No 
z = 1.762 

P = 0.0781 Rate 89% 77% 

2-K 
Sample Size 57 56 -19% 

(±17%) 

Yes 
z = 2.037 

P = 0.0417 Rate 74% 55% 

2-L 
Sample Size 59 63 -6% 

(±16%) 

No 
z = 0.746 

P = 0.4555 Rate 73% 67% 

 

Overall, the majority of the results agree with the hypothesis that drivers are more likely 

to comply with crosswalks with the GM1 System on 2-lane undivided roadways when 

they are travelling in the near lane as opposed to the far lane. This is plausible, as 

drivers are more likely to detect a pedestrian closer to their line of sight. In addition, 
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drivers may be more likely to comply due to the increased risk of the pedestrian 

potentially stepping off of the curb into their travel lane. 

4.4 REDUCED SPEED SCHOOL ZONES & DRIVER COMPLIANCE 

This section provides the results of an analysis on the effect of reduced speed school 

zones on driver compliance at crosswalks. This analysis was done by comparing driver 

compliance rates before and after the implementation of reduced speed school zones for 

three crosswalks with the GM1 System on 2-lane undivided roadways. 

The City of Winnipeg implemented 30 km/h school zones at over 170 schools in 

September 2014 after the establishment of a Reduced-Speed School Zones Regulation 

in Manitoba’s Highway Traffic Act and a City of Winnipeg Reduced-Speed School Zones 

Bylaw [10, 23, 25]. These zones have a speed limit of 30 km/h between 07:00 and 

17:30, from Monday to Friday, during the months of September to June inclusive.  

Past research has shown that higher vehicle speeds result in lower driver compliance 

rates at crosswalks. For example, one study found that crosswalks with treatments 

similar to the GM1 System with 85th percentile speeds of 20mph (32 km/h), 30mph (48 

km/h), and 40mph (64 km/h) had driver compliance rates of 63-75%, 42-52%, and 17-

19%, respectively [16]. If this is indeed true, the implementation of reduced speed school 

zones should result in higher driver compliance rates at crosswalks within these zones. 

Therefore, this research posed the hypothesis that driver compliance at crosswalks in 

school zones will be higher after the implementation of 30 km/h posted speed limits. 

In order to examine the effect of 30 km/h school zones on driver compliance at 

crosswalks, data was collected at three crosswalk sites with the GM1 System (2-B, 2-C, 

and 2-E) before and after the implementation of 30 km/h school zones. The “before” 
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sample was collected in August 2014 when the speed limit at each site was 50 km/h. 

The “after” samples were collected at the end of October 2014 and June 2015 when the 

speed limit at each site was 30 km/h. The “after” samples were collected two months 

and ten months after the implementation of reduced speed school zones to evaluate 

whether there are changes in driver compliance over time. Figure 34 shows the overall 

average driver compliance rates before and after the implementation of 30 km/h school 

zones. 

 

Figure 34: Driver compliance rates before-and-after the implementation of 30 km/h school 
zones 

Figure 34 shows that the overall average driver compliance rates in August 2014, 

October 2014, and June 2015 were 71%, 77%, and 79%, respectively. Figure 34 also 

shows that overall average driver compliance rates increased by 6% in two months and 

8% in 10 months after the implementation of reduced speed school zones. Figure 35 

shows the driver compliance rates for each crosswalk site before and after the 

implementation of 30 km/h school zones. The three crosswalk sites were located in 

school zones, on collector roadways with one lane of traffic per direction, and at 3- or 4-
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leg intersections with stop control on the minor roadways only. In addition, each 

crosswalk had two side-mounted signs and ladder pavement markings.  

 

Figure 35: Driver compliance rates for sites before-and-after the implementation of 30 km/h 
school zones 

Figure 35 shows that driver compliance rates for Site 2-B and Site 2-E increased two 

months and ten months after the implementation of 30 km/h school zones. For Site 2-B, 

the driver compliance increased by 6% after two months and another 11% after ten 

months, resulting in an overall increase of 17% ten months after the implementation of 

reduced speed school zones. For Site 2-E, driver compliance increased by 4% after two 

months and another 5% after ten months, resulting in an overall increase of 9% ten 

months after the implementation of reduced speed school zones. The higher driver 

compliances after the implementation of 30 km/h school zones is likely due to lower 

vehicle speeds and increased driver awareness. Figure 35 also shows that the driver 

compliance rates for Site 2-C increased two months and decreased ten months after the 

implementation of reduced speed school zones. Specifically, the driver compliance rate 
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for Site 2-C increased by 7% after two months, then decreased by 11% after ten months, 

resulting in an overall decrease of 4% ten months after the implementation of reduced 

speed school zones. When data was being collected at Site 2-C, it was observed that a 

large proportion of vehicles travelling westbound turned north at a stop-controlled 

intersection approximately 190 meters following the crosswalk. In preparation for this 

turn, many drivers treated the westbound lane as two lanes of traffic and would travel in 

the lane closest to the curb. Figure 36 shows this case. 

 

Figure 36: Traffic at Site 2-C treating westbound lane as two lanes 

When the case shown in Figure 36 occurred and the staged pedestrian crossing was 

northbound, it was observed that many of the drivers travelling near the curb did not 

yield; either because they did not notice the pedestrian attempting to cross the roadway 

or they chose not to comply possibly due to the large crossing distance required by the 

pedestrian. Specifically, this case occurred in 22% of the samples one month before 

(August 2014), 28% of the samples two months after (October 2014), and 38% of the 

samples ten months after (June 2015) the implementation of reduced speed school 

zones. The large proportion of cases (38%) that occurred ten months after (June 2015) 

may explain why there was an 11% decrease in driver compliance, as these cases had a 
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driver compliance rate of 58%, which is 12% below the driver compliance rate when all 

ten month after samples for this site were included. The driver compliance rates for 

these cases one month before and two months after were similar to the driver 

compliance rate ten months after; however, the difference is that they made up smaller 

proportions of the samples and therefore had less effect on the driver compliance rate. 

Significance tests for comparing proportions (z-tests) were conducted to determine 

whether the difference in driver compliance rates before and after the implementation of 

30 km/h school zones were statistically significant. The results of the z-tests found the 

difference in driver compliance statistically significant at the 95% confidence level for 

Site 2-B ten months after; however; did not find statistically significant differences for the 

other sites. Table 11 shows the driver compliance rates before and two months after the 

implementation of 30 km/h school zones, while Table 12 shows the driver compliance 

rates before and ten months after the implementation of 30 km/h school zones. In 

addition, Table 11 and Table 12 show the results of the z-tests. 

Table 11: Driver compliance rates before and two months after the implementation of 30 
km/h school zones and z-test results 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Site  
Before 

(August 2014) 

After 

(October 2014) 

Percent Difference 
(margin of error at 
95% confidence) 

Difference 
Statistically 
Significant? 

(α=0.05) 

2-B 
Sample Size 121 109 +6% 

(±10%) 

No 
z = -1.255 
P = 0.2096 Rate 77% 83% 

2-C 
Sample Size 114 109 +7% 

(±11%) 

No 
z = -1.253 
P = 0.2102 Rate 74% 81% 

2-E 
Sample Size 117 111 +4% 

(±12%) 

No 
z = -0.541 
P = 0.5887 Rate 63% 67% 
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Table 12: Driver compliance rates before and ten months after the implementation of 30 
km/h school zones and z-test results 

 

Overall, the results agree with the hypothesis that driver compliance at crosswalks with 

the GM1 System may be higher with the implementation of 30 km/h school zones. One 

site (Site 2-C) had a lower driver compliance rate ten months after the implementation of 

reduced speed school zones; however, this rate may have been influenced by a traffic 

characteristic specific to the site. Furthermore, one limitation of the study is that the 

“before” sample was collected in the summer when students were not at school. This 

may have influenced drivers as they may be not expecting pedestrian traffic as school is 

not in session. 

4.5 SITE CHARACTERISTICS & DRIVER COMPLIANCE 

This section provides the results of an analysis on the effect of site characteristics on 

driver compliance at crosswalks with the GM1 System. The analysis was done by 

comparing driver compliance rates based on the number of lanes, presence of a raised 

refuge, speed limit, and vehicle volume. These site characteristics are four criteria the 

PCC Guide uses to recommend a type of pedestrian crossing control. Each analysis 

used data collected at crosswalks with the GM1 System in the summer of 2014 so that 

Site  
Before 

(August 2014) 

After 

(June 2015) 

Percent Difference 
(margin of error at 
95% confidence) 

Difference 
Statistically 
Significant? 

(α=0.05) 

2-B 
Sample Size 121 105 +17% 

(±9%) 

Yes 
z = -3.655 
P = 0.0003 Rate 77% 94% 

2-C 
Sample Size 114 106 -4% 

(±12%) 

No 
z = 0.638 

P = 0.5235 Rate 74% 70% 

2-E 
Sample Size 117 102 +9% 

(±12%) 

No 
z = -1.467 
P = 0.1424 Rate 63% 73% 
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pedestrian crossing control treatment, weather conditions, and reduced speed school 

zones did not influence the analysis. 

4.5.1 Number of Lanes and Presence of a Raised Refuge 

This section provides the results of the analysis on the effect of the number of lanes and 

the presence of a raised refuge on driver compliance at crosswalks with the GM1 

System. These two variables were analyzed together since all the sites on 2-lane 

roadways were undivided (i.e., did not have a raised refuge), while all the sites on 4-lane 

roadways were divided (i.e., did have a raised refuge). Sites on 2-lane divided roadways 

were not included in this research because this roadway design is uncommon for 

Winnipeg and no sites could be found that fit the criteria. Furthermore, sites on 4-lane 

undivided roadways were not included in this research because the OF System (not the 

GM1 System) is typically implemented on these types of roadways in Winnipeg. 

The number of lanes and presence of a raised refuge are two of four criteria used in the 

PCC Guide to recommend a type of pedestrian crossing control. The other two criteria, 

speed limit and vehicular volume, are discussed in the following sections. The PCC 

Guide generally recommends that roadways with a higher number of lanes and without a 

raised refuge have more conspicuous pedestrian crossing control treatments. For 

example, on roadways with average daily traffic (ADT) between 9,000 and 12,000 and 

50 km/h speed limit, one or two lanes require a GM1 System, while four lanes (two lanes 

per direction) require an OF System. Furthermore, on four lane roadways (two lanes per 

direction) with ADT between 9,000 and 12,000 and 50 km/h speed limit, a raised refuge 

requires an OF System, while no raised refuge requires a TS System [1]. 

Past research has shown that the number of lanes and the presence of a raised refuge 

have an impact on pedestrian safety. For example, one study found that crosswalks with 
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similar treatments to the GM1 System have similar collision rates to unmarked 

crosswalks on low volume two-lane roadways and higher collision rates on high volume 

multilane roadways [8]. The same study found that crosswalks with similar treatments to 

GM1 Systems have lower collision rates on multilane roadways with raised medians 

compared to multilane roadways without raised medians [8]. Based on previous 

research and the PCC Guide’s recommendations, this research posed the hypothesis 

that crosswalks with the GM1 System will have higher driver compliance rates on 

roadways with 2-lanes (compared to 4-lanes) and on roadways with a raised refuge.  

In order to examine the effect of the number of lanes and presence of a raised refuge, 

driver compliance data was analyzed for twelve crosswalk sites with the GM1 System on 

2-lane undivided roadways and four crosswalk sites with the GM1 System on 4-lane 

divided roadways. Table 13 and Table 14 summarize the driver compliance rates for the 

sites on 2-lane undivided roadways and 4-lane divided roadways, respectively. 

Table 13: Driver compliance rates for GM1 System sites on 2-lane undivided roadways 

Site Driver Compliance Rate 

2-A 70% 

2-B 77% 

2-C 74% 

2-D 85% 

2-E 63% 

2-F 79% 

2-G 91% 

2-H 66% 

2-I 75% 

2-J 83% 

2-K 65% 

2-L 70% 

Total 75%* 

         *Average driver compliance rate 
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Table 14: Driver compliance rates for GM1 System sites on 4-lane divided roadways 

Site Driver Compliance Rate 

4-A 62% 

4-C 53% 

4-E 73% 

4-G 68% 

Total 64%* 

         *Average driver compliance rate 

Table 13 and Table 14 show that the average driver compliance rates for sites on 2-lane 

undivided roadways and 4-lane divided roadways were 75% and 64%, respectively. In 

other words, the average driver compliance rate for sites on 2-lane undivided roadways 

was 11% higher than the average driver compliance rate for sites on 4-lane divided 

roadways. This suggests that driver compliance at crosswalks with the GM1 System is 

higher on 2-lane undivided roadways than on 4-lane divided roadways. Figure 37 

illustrates the driver compliance rates for each crosswalk site.  

 

Figure 37: Driver compliance rates for GM1 System sites by number of lanes 

It can be seen in Figure 37 that the two highest driver compliance rates occurred at sites 

(Site 2-D and Site 2-G) on 2-lane undivided roadways, whereas the two lowest driver 
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compliance rates occurred at sites (Site 4-A and Site 4-C) on 4-lane divided roadways. 

Furthermore, Site 2-D, Site 2-G, and Site 4-A were all located on the same roadway all 

within one kilometer of one another and have similar site characteristics. The most 

notable difference between Site 2-D and Site 2-G compared to Site 4-A was the number 

of lanes and the presence of a raised refuge. Again, this suggests that driver compliance 

at crosswalks is higher on 2-lane undivided roadways than on 4-lane divided roadways.  

It has been mentioned that the crosswalk sites on 2-lane undivided roadways did not 

have a raised refuge and the crosswalks sites on 4-lane divided roadways did have a 

raised refuge. The presence of a raised refuge may have influenced the driver 

compliance; however it is unclear to what extent. Past research has shown a raised 

refuge increases safety for pedestrians [8], yet in this analysis pedestrians were less 

safe at sites with a raised refuge as driver compliance rates were lower. However, this 

does not take into account the fact that the roadways without a raised refuge had 2-

lanes and the roadways with a raised refuge had 4-lanes. It is more likely that the 

number of lanes have a larger influence on driver compliance than the presence of a 

raised refuge, which is why driver compliance rates were higher on 2-lane roadways 

without a raised refuge than on 4-lane roadways with a raised refuge.  

A Chi-square test was conducted to analyse the relationship between driver compliance 

crosswalks and the number of lanes. The desired P-value for the Chi-square test was as 

small as or smaller than α = 0.05, or 95% confidence. Table 15 summarizes results of 

this test. With 95% confidence, the test found that driver compliance at crosswalks is 

related to number of lanes.  
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Table 15: Chi-square test for association between driver compliance and number of lanes 

Parameter Value 

Null hypothesis: Driver compliance is the same for crosswalks with the GM1 System located on 2-lane 
undivided and 4-lane divided roadways 

Alternate hypothesis: Driver compliance is not the same for crosswalks with the GM1 System located on 2-
lane undivided and 4-lane divided roadways 

Degree of freedom 1 

Chi-Square 18.295 

P-value 1.892 x 10
-5

, which is < α =0.05 

Conclusion 
Reject the null hypothesis and conclude with 95% confidence that driver 
compliance at crosswalks with the GM1 System is associated with number of 
lanes 

 

Overall, the results confirm the hypothesis that driver compliance at crosswalks is higher 

on 2-lane undivided roadways than on 4-lane divided roadways. In addition, the findings 

agree with: (1) the PCC Guide’s recommendations that multi-lane roadways require 

more conspicuous pedestrian crossing control treatments than two-lane roadways [1], 

and (2) past research that pedestrians are safer on two-lane roadways compared to 

multi-lane roadways [8]. Furthermore, the results suggest that a treatment more 

conspicuous than the GM1 System may be required on 4-lane divided roadways in order 

to increase driver compliance rates which were shown in this research to range from 

53% to 73%. Unfortunately, the results were unclear on the effect of the raised refuge on 

driver compliance, as it was likely overshadowed by the number of lanes. In order to 

gain more insight into the effect of raised refuge on driver compliance and pedestrian 

safety it is recommended that future research examine sites with the same number of 

lanes – some sites with a raised refuge and other sites without a raised refuge. 
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4.5.2 Speed Limit 

The speed limit is another criterion the PCC Guide uses to recommend a type of 

pedestrian crossing control. The PCC Guide generally recommends that roadways with 

higher speed limits have more conspicuous pedestrian crossing control treatments. For 

example, a 2-lane roadway with ADT between 9,000 and 12,000 and 50 km/h speed 

limit requires a GM1 System, while a similar roadway with 60 km/h speed limit requires 

an OF System [1].  

Past research has shown that vehicular speed has an effect on driver compliance at 

crosswalks. For example, one study found that crosswalks with treatments similar to the 

GM1 System on 2-lanes roadways with 85th percentile speeds of 20mph (32 km/h), 

30mph (48 km/h), and 40mph (64 km/h) had driver compliance rates of 63-75%, 42-

52%, and 17-19%, respectively [16]. Based on past research and the PCC Guide’s 

recommendations, this research posed the hypothesis that crosswalks with the GM1 

System will have higher driver compliance rates on roadways with 50 km/h speed limits 

compared to 60 km/h speed limits. 

In order to examine the effect of the speed limit, driver compliance data was analyzed for 

four crosswalk sites with the GM1 System on 4-lane divided roadways – one site had 60 

km/h speed limit and three sites had 50 km/h speed limit. Driver compliance data was 

not analyzed for sites on 2-lane undivided roadways as they all had 50 km/h speed limit 

and it was shown in section 4.5.1 that the number of lanes likely influences driver 

compliance rates at crosswalks. Table 16 summarizes the driver compliance rates for 

crosswalk sites with 60 km/h speed limits and 50 km/h speed limits. 
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Table 16: Driver compliance rates for GM1 System sites by speed limit 

Speed Limit Site Driver Compliance Rate 

60 km/h 
4-A 62% 

Total 62% 

50 km/h 

4-C 53% 

4-E 73% 

4-G 68% 

Total 65%* 

                     *Average driver compliance rate 

In addition, Table 16 provides the average driver compliance rates for the sites with 50 

km/h speed limit (65%). The average driver compliance rate for sites with 50 km/h speed 

limit was only 3% higher than the driver compliance rate for the site with 60 km/h speed 

limit. Figure 38 illustrates the driver compliance rates for each site.  

 

Figure 38: Driver compliance rates for GM1 System sites by speed limit 

It can be seen in Figure 38 that the driver compliance rate at the site with 60 km/h speed 

limit (Site 4-A) was higher than one site and lower than two sites with 50 km/h speed 

limits. These results do not show an obvious association between speed limit and driver 

compliance at crosswalks. It is more likely that these results were influenced by other 

site characteristics, as Site 4-A differs in other ways (besides speed limit) from the rest 
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of the sites. For example: (1) Site 4-A was located midblock, whereas all other sites are 

located at intersections; (2) Site 4-A’s roadway does not have on-street parking, 

whereas all other sites roadways do; and (3) Site 4-A had the highest average weekday 

daily traffic (17,300 vehicles/day) among all of the sites [32].  

A Chi-square test was conducted to analyse the relationship between driver compliance 

crosswalks and speed limit. Table 17 summarizes results of this test. The test failed to 

show that driver compliance at crosswalks is related to speed limit.  

Table 17: Chi-square test for association between driver compliance and speed limit 

Parameter Value 

Null hypothesis: Driver compliance is the same for crosswalks with the GM1 System on 4-lane divided 
roadways with 60 km/h and 50 km/h speed limits 

Alternate hypothesis: Driver compliance is not the same for crosswalks with the GM1 System on 4-lane 
divided roadways with 60 km/h and 50 km/h speed limits 

Degree of freedom 1 

Chi-Square 0.275 

P-value 0.60, which is > α =0.05 

Conclusion 
Fail to reject the null hypothesis and cannot conclude with 95% confidence 
that driver compliance at crosswalks with the GM1 System on 4-lane 
roadways is associated with speed limits 

 

Overall, the results failed to support the hypothesis that driver compliance is higher on 

roadways with 50 km/h speed limits compared to 60 km/h speed limits. It is recognised 

that there may have been other site characteristics influencing the analysis (besides 

speed limit) as past research has shown that there is an association between driver 

compliance at crosswalks and vehicular speed [16]. One limitation of the analysis was 

that driver compliance rates were compared based on the posted speed limit as 

opposed to actual operating speeds. In other words, it was assumed that drivers at Site 

4-A were travelling at higher operating speeds that the rest of the sites, which may have 
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or not have been the case. It is recommended that future research on driver compliance 

at crosswalks measure operating speeds of vehicles as drivers do not always travel at 

the posted speed limit. Another limitation of the analysis was that there were only four 

sites sampled on 4-lane divided roadways. In order to gain more insight into the effect of 

vehicle speed on driver compliance, it is recommended that future research have a 

larger sample of sites – preferably with a wider range of vehicle speeds. 

4.5.3 Vehicular Volume 

The vehicular is the last criterion the PCC Guide uses to recommend a type of 

pedestrian crossing control. In general, roadways with higher vehicular volume require 

more conspicuous pedestrian crossing control treatments. For example, 2-lane 

roadways with 50 km/h speed limit and average daily traffic (ADT) volumes between 

9,000 and 12,000 require a GM1 System, while similar roadways with ADT volumes 

greater than 15,000 require an OF System [1].  

Past research has shown that vehicular volume has an impact on pedestrian safety at 

crosswalks. For example, one study found that crosswalks with similar treatments to 

GM1 Systems have similar collision rates to unmarked crosswalks on low traffic volume 

two-lane roadways and higher collision rates on high traffic volume multilane roadways 

[8]. Based on past research and the PCC Guide’s recommendations, this research 

posed the hypothesis that roadways with higher vehicular volume will result in lower 

driver compliance rates at crosswalks. 

In order to examine the effect of vehicular volume, driver compliance and vehicle volume 

data was analyzed for 12 crosswalk sites with the GM1 System on 2-lane undivided 

roadways and four crosswalk sites with the GM1 System on 4-lane divided roadways. 

The vehicle volume data analyzed for sites on 2-lane undivided roadways are from two-
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hour traffic counts that were collected at the same time as the driver compliance data. 

Two-hour traffic counts were not collected for sites on 4-lane divided roadways due to 

difficulty in manually collecting both vehicle volume and driver compliance data at the 

same time. Instead, to analyze the effect of vehicle volume on driver compliance for sites 

on 4-lane divided roadways, average weekday daily traffic (AWDT) values taken from 

the City of Winnipeg 2012 Traffic Flow Map and from the City of Winnipeg Public Works 

Department Transportation Division Study 9679 were used [31, 32]. Table 18 shows the 

driver compliance rates and 2-hour vehicular volumes for sites on 2-lane undivided 

roadways, while Figure 39 shows the same data on a graph.  

Table 18: Driver compliance rates for GM1 System sites on 2-lane undivided roadways by 
2-hour vehicle volume 

Site Driver Compliance Rate 2-Hour Vehicle Volume 

2-A 70% 440 

2-B 77% 457 

2-C 74% 389 

2-D 85% 339 

2-E 63% 444 

2-F 79% 531 

2-G 91% 1111 

2-H 66% 629 

2-I 75% 653 

2-J 83% 908 

2-K 65% 389 

2-L 70% 685 
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Figure 39: Driver compliance rates for GM1 System sites on 2-lane undivided roads by     
2-hour vehicle volume 

Figure 39 shows that the majority of sites on 2-lane undivided roadways (shown in the 

red square) had driver compliance rates ranging from 60% to 80% and 2-hour vehicle 

volumes ranging from about 390 to 690. Within the red square the data points are 

dispersed and do not seem to show an association between driver compliance and 

vehicle volume. The other three data points on the graph (outside the red square) had 

the highest driver compliance rates, yet exhibit both the highest and lowest vehicular 

volumes. Interestingly, the two sites with the highest driver compliance rates were 

located on the same 2-lane undivided roadway in the south end of Winnipeg and had 

very similar site characteristics, which again suggests that there is no association 

between vehicle volumes and driver compliance. Table 19 shows the driver compliance 

rates and AWDT for sites on 4-lane divided roadways, while Figure 40 shows the same 

data on a graph.  
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Table 19: Driver compliance rates for GM1 System sites on 4-lane divided roads by AWDT 

Site Driver Compliance Rate AWDT* 

4-A 62% 17300 

4-C 53% 14600 

4-E 73% 15435 

4-G 68% 16300 

 

 

Figure 40: Driver compliance rates for GM1 System sites on 4-lane divided roads by AWDT 

Figure 40 shows that the sites on 4-lane divided roadways had driver compliance rates 

ranging from 50% to 75% and AWDT volumes ranging from 14,600 to 17,300. Due to 

small number of sites it is unclear whether vehicle volume affected driver compliance at 

sites on 4-lane divided roadways.  

Overall, the results failed to support the hypothesis that roadways with higher vehicular 

volumes will result in lower driver compliance rates at crosswalks. It is recognised that 

there may have been other site characteristics influencing the analysis as past research 

has shown that there is an association between driver compliance at crosswalks and 

vehicular volume [16]. One limitation of the study was that the majority of the sites on 2-

lane undivided roadways had vehicular volumes within a narrow range (400 to 600 
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vehicles in 2 hours). Another limitation was that there were only four sites sampled on 4-

lane divided roadways. In order to gain more insight into the effect of vehicular volume 

on driver compliance, it is recommended that future research have a larger sample of 

sites – preferably with a wider range of vehicular volumes. 

4.6 IMPLICATIONS FOR TRAFFIC ENGINEERING AND PEDESTRIAN SAFETY 

Driver compliance at crosswalks is a function of many variables, five of which were 

analyzed as a part of this research. This section discusses the findings for the five 

variables in the analysis and the implications for traffic engineering and pedestrian 

safety.  

Treatment – The analysis found that driver compliance was higher for OF Systems 

(90% on average) than GM1 System (60% on average). The findings agree with past 

research that driver compliance at GM1 Systems tend to be low; however provided a 

narrower range of driver compliance rates for GM1 Systems in Winnipeg (42% to 65%) 

than what has been reported in other North American jurisdictions (17% to 75%)  [16]. 

The analysis also provided a narrower and higher range of driver compliance rates for 

OF Systems in Winnipeg (83% to 96%) than what has been reported in other North 

American jurisdictions (25% to 77%) [17]. These findings are important for City of 

Winnipeg transportation engineers responsible for the provision and selection of 

pedestrian crossing control, as it gives them a better understanding of the safety 

performance of these devices within their own jurisdiction which helps with decision 

making. 

Weather Conditions – The analysis found that driver compliance at GM1 Systems was 

lower in winter than summer, possibly due to the presence of snowbanks which hinder a 

driver’s ability to detect a pedestrian. The analysis also found that driver compliance at 
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OF Systems were similar in both winter and summer and did not seem to be impacted 

by the presence of snowbanks. Snowbanks did not seem to impact driver compliance at 

OF Systems due to the overhead flashing lights that are above the snowbanks and give 

drivers more information about a pedestrian’s intention to cross the roadway with more 

advance warning. These findings are important for jurisdictions in northern climates 

which experience winter weather conditions (snow, ice, low temperatures) and highlight 

the importance of having snow removal policies that address snow removal around 

crosswalks. 

Pedestrian Approach Location – The analysis found that driver compliance at GM1 

Systems on divided roadways was higher when the pedestrian approached the roadway 

from the raised refuge as opposed to the road edge. There are many reasons why this 

may have occurred, two of which are that: (1) drivers are more aware of a pedestrian’s 

intention to cross a roadway when on a raised refuge; and (2) drivers may perceive a 

pedestrian being a less safe position when standing on the raised refuge and be more 

willing to yield. The analysis also found that driver compliance at GM1 Systems is higher 

when the driver is travelling in the near lane with respect to the pedestrian. Again, there 

are many reasons why this may have occurred, two of which are that: (1) drivers may be 

better able to detect pedestrians directly in their line of sight; and (2) drivers may be 

more cautious due to the increased threat of pedestrians stepping off of the curb into 

their travel lane. Lastly, the analysis found that driver compliance at OF Systems was 

similar regardless of the pedestrian approach location. The similarity may be due to the 

overhead flashing beacons that are pedestrian activated for each stage of the crossing 

and act as an additional method of communication between the driver and the 

pedestrian.  There is a need to investigate this issue further, as it is unclear whether the 

differences in driver compliance at the GM1 System is due to driver confusion on a 
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pedestrian’s intention to cross, driver ability to detect a pedestrian, or driver willingness 

to comply. In addition, drivers may not be aware of the right-of-way law which give the 

pedestrian the right-of-way at all crosswalks in Manitoba [10]. Once this issue is better 

understood, transportation engineers and road safety practitioners can use this 

information to properly address the issue; either through engineering, education, or 

enforcement.  

Reduced Speed School Zones – The analysis found that driver compliance is higher 

(8% on average) after the implementation of 30 km/h speed limits in school zones. 

These findings agree with past research that driver compliance increases with lower 

speed limits [16]. These findings show that these zones are not only lowering vehicle 

speeds, but are also increasing driver awareness and changing driver behavior around 

schools. This information is important for the City of Winnipeg, who implemented 

reduced speed school zones at over 170 schools in September 2014. 

Site Characteristics – The analysis found that driver compliance was affected by the 

number of lanes; however, was inconclusive on the effect of the presence of a raised 

refuge, speed limit, and vehicle volume on driver compliance. Past research has shown 

that all of these variables have an impact on pedestrian safety [8]. It is recommended 

that future research on pedestrian safety investigate these variables further since they 

are the PCC Guide’s four variables used for the selection of pedestrian crossing control. 

In addition, it is important that this research be conducted in a Canadian setting as these 

variables are expected to guide the selection of pedestrian crossing control in Canadian 

jurisdictions.  
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5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter summarizes key findings of the research and discusses opportunities for 

future research. 

5.1 CONCLUSIONS 

This research investigates the safety performance of crosswalks with the GM1 System 

and OF System by examining driver compliance and the effect of pedestrian crossing 

control treatments, weather conditions, pedestrian approach locations, reduced speed 

school zones, and site characteristics. By gaining a better understanding of driver 

compliance at crosswalks, this research provides road safety practitioners with specific 

information that can help guide decisions with respect to the provision and selection of 

pedestrian crossing control. 

The key findings in this research related to the effect of pedestrian crossing control 

treatments on driver compliance at crosswalks are: 

 Crosswalks with the OF System have higher driver compliance rates than 

crosswalks with the GM1 System on 4-lane divided roadways in Winnipeg. For 

example, the driver compliance rates for crosswalks with the OF System ranged 

from 83% to 96% while the driver compliance rates for crosswalks with the GM1 

System ranged from 42% to 65%. These findings provide a higher and narrower 

range of driver compliance rates for crosswalks with the OF System than what 

has been reported in past research [17]. These findings also agree with past 

research that driver compliance is low at crosswalks with the GM1 System [16]. 

 The findings support the PCC Guide’s recommendation that the OF System be 

implemented on 4-lane roadways (two lanes per direction) with a raised refuge, 

50 km/h speed limit, and ADT between 12,000 and 15,000, since the crosswalks 
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with the OF System had significantly higher driver compliance rates than the 

crosswalks with the GM1 System in these conditions. 

 The findings call into question the PCC Guide’s recommendation that traffic 

signals be implemented on 4-lane roadways (two lanes per direction) with a 

raised refuge, 60 km/h speed limit, and ADT greater than 15,000, since the 

crosswalk with the OF System in these conditions had the highest driver 

compliance rate (96% in winter) among all the crosswalks examined. This finding 

suggests that the OF System is performing well at this location in terms of driver 

compliance and a traffic signal may not be necessary. The research recognizes, 

however, that this is only one case and further investigation is required. 

The key findings in this research related to the effect of weather conditions on driver 

compliance at crosswalks are: 

GM1 System 

 Driver compliance for crosswalks with the GM1 System was lower in winter 

compared to summer, as driver compliance rates in winter ranged from 42% to 

65%, while in summer ranged from 53% to 73%.  

 The lower driver compliance in winter may be due to the presence of snowbanks 

which hinder driver’s ability to detect pedestrians waiting to cross the roadway. 

The findings highlight the importance of maintaining areas (i.e., removing snow 

and foliage) where pedestrian crossing control devices are installed. 

OF System 

 Driver compliance for crosswalks with the OF System was similar in winter and 

summer, as driver compliance rates in winter ranged from 83% to 96%, while in 

summer ranged from 87% to 94%.  
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 The similarity in driver compliance in winter and summer may be due to the OF 

System’s overhead flashing lights that are above the snowbanks and give drivers 

more information about a pedestrian’s intention to cross the roadway with more 

advance warning. 

The key findings in this research related to the effect of the pedestrian approach location 

on driver compliance at crosswalks are: 

GM1 System 

 On 4-lane divided roadways, driver compliance rates for crosswalks with the 

GM1 System were 10% to 17% higher for pedestrians completing the second 

stage of the crossing (from the raised refuge) compared to the first stage (from 

the road edge). The difference may be because drivers are better able to detect 

pedestrians and/or are less confused about a pedestrian’s intention to cross 

when the pedestrian is located on the raised refuge as opposed to along the 

edge of the roadway. In addition, drivers may be more willing to stop for 

pedestrians standing on a raised refuge rather than the road edge as they are 

seen to be in a more vulnerable position. These findings also highlight the 

importance implementing pedestrian crossing control devices that draw drivers’ 

attention to the edges of the roadway. 

 On 2-lane undivided roadways, driver compliance rates ranged from being similar 

to approximately 8% higher when drivers travelled in the near lane as opposed to 

the far lane with respect to the pedestrian. The higher driver compliance rates 

when drivers were travelling in the near lane may be because drivers react to 

objects closer to line of sight or drive more cautiously due to the increased risk of 

the pedestrian stepping off a curb into their travel lane.  
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OF System 

 On 4-lane roadways, driver compliance rates when the pedestrian crosses from 

the road edge and from a raised refuge are similar. The similarity may be 

because drivers are more aware of a pedestrian’s intention to cross a roadway 

regardless of the pedestrian’s approach location, as OF Systems require 

pedestrians to use a pushbutton to activate each stage of the crossing. Since the 

driver compliance rates were similar for both pedestrian approach locations, no 

differences were found to be statistically significant. 

The key findings in this research related to the effect of reduced speed school zones on 

driver compliance at crosswalks are: 

 Driver compliance at crosswalks with the GM1 System is higher with the 

implementation of 30 km/h school zones, as driver compliance at two sites in 

these zones increased by 17% and 9%, ten months after the implementation of 

the 30 km/h speed limits. One limitation of the study is that the “before” sample 

was collected in the summer when students were not at school. This may have 

influenced drivers as they may be not expecting pedestrian traffic as school was 

not in session. 

The key findings in this research related to the effect of site characteristics on driver 

compliance at crosswalks with the GM1 System are: 

 Driver compliance at crosswalks is higher on 2-lane roadways without a raised 

refuge (75%) than on 4-lane roadways with a raised refuge (64%). In addition, 

the findings agree with: (1) the PCC Guide’s recommendations that multi-lane 

roadways require more conspicuous pedestrian crossing control treatments than 
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two-lane roadways; and (2) past research that pedestrians are safer on two-lane 

roadways compared to multi-lane roadways [8].  

 The findings were inconclusive on the effect of the raised refuge on driver 

compliance, as the number of lanes likely overshadowed the presence of a 

raised refuge for the analysis; however, past research has shown that the 

presence of a raised refuge does affect pedestrian safety at crosswalks [8].  

 The findings were inconclusive on the effect of speed limit on driver compliance 

due to lack of operating speed data and a limited number of sites; however, past 

research has shown that speed does affect driver compliance at crosswalks [16]. 

 No relationship between vehicle volume and driver compliance could be 

established; however, previous research has shown that vehicle volume does 

affect pedestrian safety at crosswalks [8]. 

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

This research has identified the following opportunities for research in the future: 

 This research used driver compliance at crosswalks as a measure to quantify 

pedestrian safety at crosswalks. More common metrics to quantify pedestrian 

safety at crosswalks are collision rates and frequencies. It is recommended that 

future research on pedestrian crossing control in Winnipeg include an analysis on 

pedestrian collisions to determine whether there is a relationship between 

pedestrian collisions and the type of pedestrian control device used. It is 

important that this research incorporate vehicle and pedestrian volumes, as 

higher volumes may likely lead to higher frequencies of collisions but not 

necessarily higher collision rates.  

 The PCC Guide is a national document used for the provision and selection of 

pedestrian crossing control devices. This guide is used in many jurisdictions 
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across Canada; however, the guide’s recommendations are based on studies 

predominately conducted in the United States. Since the PCC Guide is a living 

document, it is recommended that more research on pedestrian crossing control 

devices be conducted in Canada in order to strengthen the document and ensure 

that the guidance provided in the PCC Guide is applicable to as many Canadian 

jurisdictions as possible. 

 This research investigated the safety performance of two treatment system 

categories (GM1 System and OF System) recommended in the PCC Guide. The 

PCC Guide also recommends two other treatment system categories (GM2 

System and Traffic Signal System) based on the number of lanes, presence of a 

raised refuge, speed limit, and average daily traffic. It is recommended that future 

research in Canada investigate these two other types of treatments. Winnipeg 

currently does not use the GM2 System; therefore, there may be an opportunity 

for a pilot project. 

 Currently, the PCC Guide uses number of lanes, presence of a raised refuge, 

speed limit, and average daily traffic to recommend a type of pedestrian crossing 

control. This research investigated all of these variables; however, only number 

of lanes was shown to have a significant impact on driver compliance at 

crosswalks. It is recommended that future research on pedestrian safety at 

crosswalks examine these variables in further detail. Furthermore, in order to 

gain more insight into the effect of raised refuge on driver compliance it is 

recommended that future research examine sites with the same number of lanes 

– some sites with a raised refuge and other sites without a raised refuge. 

 Past research on reduced speed school zones has predominately been focused 

the reduction in vehicle speeds, while this research focused on driver compliance 

at crosswalks within these zones. It is recommended that future research 
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incorporate both of these variables (vehicle operating speed and driver 

compliance at crosswalks) into the analysis in order to determine whether 

increases in driver compliance at crosswalks was due to a reduction in speed or 

an increased awareness of the school zone. In addition, another metric that 

would be useful for quantifying pedestrian safety in these zones is pedestrian 

collisions; however, the metric would likely require years of data to identify 

trends.  

 When conducting the literature search as a part of this research it was found that 

many studies have been conducted in recent years on the use of rectangular 

rapid flashing beacons (RRFBs) for pedestrian crossing control. RRFBs use 

rapid flashing beacons (typically mounted to side-mounted signs) to alert drivers 

of a pedestrian intention to cross a roadway. Past research has found RRFBs to 

be effective in increasing driver compliance rates. For example, one Oregon 

study found that the average driver compliance rates increased from 18% to 80% 

with the installation of RRFBs [34]. In Canada, RRFBs have been explored in 

recent years as a potential alternative to the OF System due to their lesser cost. 

For example, one pilot study conducted in the Canadian city of Calgary found 

that adding RRFBs to a GM1 System increased driver compliance by an average 

of 15% [35]. It is recommended that RRFB pilot projects be conducted in other 

cities in Canada as the treatment has been shown to be effective in neighbouring 

jurisdictions. Presently, rapid flashing beacons are not included in the PCC 

Guide; however, since the Guide is a living document, it is possible that RRFB’s 

could be added if found to be effective in Canada. 
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APPENDIX A – DATA COLLECTION SUMMARY 
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Data Collection Summary 

Site Date Start End Weather 
2-Hour Vehicle 

Volume 

4-A 
05-Mar-14 9:30 11:00 overcast, -12 no data 

18-Jun-14 10:30 12:15 sunny, 22 no data 

4-B 
10-Mar-14 14:30 15:30 sunny, 11 no data 

15-Jul-14 9:30 11:00 sunny, 21 no data 

4-C 
25-Feb-14 9:30 11:00 sunny, -20 no data 

20-Jun-14 9:45 11:15 sunny, 19 no data 

4-D 

10-Mar-14 16:00 16:30 sunny, 9 no data 

11-Mar-14 14:00 14:30 overcast, -9 no data 

15-Jul-14 10:10 11:40 sunny, 21 no data 

4-E 
04-Mar-14 15:00 16:30 sunny, -12 no data 

09-Jul-14 11:20 12:40 sunny, 24 no data 

4-F 
13-Mar-14 14:00 15:00 overcast, 5 no data 

23-Jul-14 12:15 13:30 sunny, 23 no data 

4-G 
11-Mar-14 14:45 16:00 overcast, -6 no data 

09-Jul-14 10:00 11:15 sunny, 24 no data 

4-H 
13-Mar-14 13:00 14:00 overcast, 5 no data 

23-Jul-14 10:30 11:50 sunny, 21 no data 

2-A 19-Aug-14 13:40 15:40 sunny, 25 440 

2-B 

27-Aug-14 10:00 12:00 sunny, 18 457 

24-Oct-14 10:00 12:00 sunny, 15 397 

30-Jun-15 10:00 12:00 sunny, 23 309 

2-C 

14-Aug-14 9:40 11:40 mix of sun and cloud, 24 389 

15-Oct-14 13:00 15:00 sunny, 17 487 

29-Jun-15 10:00 12:00 sunny, 23 359 

2-D 13-Aug-14 10:00 12:00 sunny, 22 339 

2-E 

14-Aug-14 13:30 15:30 mix of sun and cloud, 28 444 

24-Oct-14 13:00 15:00 sunny, 18 387 

29-Jun-15 13:30 15:30 sunny, 26 272 

2-F 13-Aug-14 13:30 15:30 sunny, 25 531 

2-G 20-Aug-14 10:20 12:20 sunny, 25 1111 

2-H 27-Aug-14 13:00 15:00 sunny, 23 629 

2-I 03-Sep-14 9:45 11:45 overcast, 18 653 

2-J 28-Aug-14 13:30 15:30 sunny, 27 908 

2-K 19-Aug-14 9:40 11:40 sunny, 20 389 

2-L 26-Aug-14 14:00 16:00 mix of sun and cloud, 16 685 

 


